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LETTER from the EDITOR

Second, our study of identity in Christ will lack depth if we don’t, at some point, take time to examine our 
identities before faith in Jesus. In Mere Christianity, CS Lewis writes, “God became man to turn creatures 
into sons: not simply to produce better men of the old kind but to produce a new kind of man.” God doesn’t 
take spiritually sick sinners and make them better; he takes spiritually dead sinners and makes them alive. 
His Word reveals this difficult truth: we all were once enemies with God because of sin. But, when we put 
our faith in Jesus as Savior, He changes us… completely. We become transformed people whose identities 
are now grounded in the magnificence of a holy God, not the reality of our fallen humanity. Take some time 
to marvel at what God has done for us. The wonder of our new identities is magnified when we remember 
the depth of the pit from which He mercifully rescued us. 

Third, notice the unexpected, yet satisfying sameness that underlies this topic. In a world that encourages 
us to exploit our differences to set ourselves apart, it seems that God has made a subtle statement about 
how much pride we put in our uniqueness.  To be sure, God displays His divine creativity in every human, 
and He allows us to express His image in us in great and beautiful variety. But, I believe we would miss 
something in our study of identity if we fail to acknowledge how alike we truly are. There is unity in the 
body of believers; who I am “in Christ” is who you are, too. In this way, competition and measuring up can 
fade away as we realize that each of us is standing firmly on the foundation of Jesus Christ, and there, it is 
level ground.  

A.W. Tozer, one of my favorite authors, has a way of making simple the things we try to complicate.  In 
The Pursuit of God, he says, “While we are looking at God we do not see ourselves— blessed riddance.  
The man who has struggled to purify himself and has had nothing but repeated failures will experience real 
relief when he stops tinkering with his soul and looks away to the perfect One.  While he looks at Christ, 
the very things he has so long been trying to do will be getting done within him.  It will be God working in 
him to will and to do.”

In our study of identity, may our gaze always land on the One who is making us perfect. Only then will we 
ever be satisfied with what we find.

Always BECOMING,

Shannon Basso, Editor

Ask someone the pointed question, “Who are you?”, and chances are, you’ll get a rather tentative answer as 
they fumble to define themselves in a simple sentence or two. Should they look to their roles, special talents, 
career, or beauty to express who they are? Family background? Great successes? Failures? The journey of 
life produces, for each of us, vastly different experiences and perceptions about who we are, and we find it 
difficult to capture the essence of our being with mere words. Identity is a loaded concept. 

Add to the confusion the unconscious, ever-present self-assessment that we have learned to live with. Are 
we good, better, best, or are we falling behind the rest? We live in a world that entices us to make much of 
ourselves while, simultaneously, pointing out that we will never quite measure up. Many of us spend our 
days as unwitting participants in this unwinnable game, as our focus on what we do overshadows who we 
are. We lose ourselves in the grueling search to find satisfactory answers to the questions, “Who am I?” and 
“Am I enough?” 

The constancy of this battle can create deep dissatisfaction, confusion, and frantic striving in a Christian 
woman’s life.  We all know God has made a better way for us, but we struggle to trust that what He’s given 
us is sufficient.    

A friend once told me that she used to imagine her identity like a big, black pot of soup. She was always 
adding a pinch of this or a sprinkling of that to make herself more desirable.  Her identity was built on a 
shallow, ever-changing recipe hoping to gain the admiration and approval of those around her. After years 
of exhausting herself to please others, my friend learned, as we all must, to rest in this: God purchased our 
identity with the blood of Jesus. We are His beloved, and that is enough.

I’ve had to learn this lesson myself in recent years. After struggling in my early thirties to find the right 
identity “formula”, God revealed to me that what I really wanted was to think of myself less and give my 
best to Him.  The journey of BECOMING began that day: letting go of who I thought I should be and 
becoming more of who God designed me to be. Resting in His planned identity for me has meant shedding 
the need for the approval of others which, ultimately, led to freedom and a sense of purpose I never knew 
existed.

God’s Word speaks with overwhelming clarity about who we are.  As you read and soak up the truth about 
your identity, there are three thoughts that I would like you to consider. First, remember that God alone is 
supreme and enduring, and our focus should always be on Him! Identity is a lens we can use to gain insight 
into who God says we are and what He wants us to be, but it is never meant to become an end focus in itself. 
One day we will be glorified with Christ and discussions on our identity will cease to be necessary.  Our 
struggle with identity is a temporary one; as Christians, we look to the eternal, knowing that we can never 
really understand ourselves until we understand our Creator.
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S he is placed in a cultivated garden 
bursting with all that is good. 

Her husband treasures her, rejoicing 
over her with poetic words of delight. 
The resounding claim, “It is not good” 
predicated by her absence is replaced 
with “Behold, it was very good” by her 
addition. Perfectly made, she bears the 
image of her Creator, fully enjoying both 
companionship and purpose. 

In the midst of all that is good, Eve listens 
to a voice. The serpent of old entices her 
with the forbidden fruit, censuring God of 
withholding something good and claiming 
Eve’s insufficiency without it. Shrewdly, 
he tempts:

For God knows that when you eat of it your eyes 
will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing 
good and evil. Genesis 3:5

As she ponders his words, doubt arises and 
disobedience follows:

So when the woman saw that the tree was good 
for food, and that it was a delight to the eyes, and 
that the tree was to be desired to make one wise, 
she took of its fruit and ate, and she also gave some 
to her husband who was with her, and he ate. 
Then the eyes of both were opened, and they knew 
that they were naked. And they sewed fig leaves 
together and made themselves loincloths.  

And they heard the sound of the LORD God 
walking in the garden in the cool of the day, and 
the man and his wife hid themselves from the 
presence of the LORD God among the trees of the 
garden. Genesis 3:6-8

Eve’s unbelief in God’s goodness and 
the goodness of her own identity led her 
into sin and influenced her husband to 
do the same. With Adam’s fall, the God-
like image we once reflected effortlessly 
became broken. In the garden, we did not 
just lose paradise. 

We lost our identity.

IDENTITY LOST

So when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was a  
delight to the eyes, and that the tree was to be desired to make one wise,  
she took of its fruit and ate, and she also gave some to her husband who  

was with her, and he ate.  GENESIS 3:6 

B Y  M E L I S S A  K R U G E R
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THE PATTERN OF UNBELIEF

Eve’s search for identity outside of God’s 
plan followed a particular pattern:  she saw, 
she coveted, she took, and she hid. This 
pattern of unbelief repeats time and again 
throughout the history of God’s people. 
Consider what the book of Joshua tells us 
about Achan. Upon entering the Promised 
Land, another garden flowing with milk 
and honey, he took plunder that the Lord 
had specifically forbidden. He fell prey to 
the same pattern:

Achan replied, “It is true! I have sinned against 
the LORD, the God of Israel. This is what I have 
done:  When I saw in the plunder a beautiful robe 
from Babylonia, two hundred shekels of silver and 
a wedge of gold weighing fifty shekels, I coveted 
them and took them. They are hidden in the 
ground inside my tent, with the silver underneath.”  
Joshua 7:20-21

Just like Eve, Achan lost sight of God’s 
goodness. He turned his eyes from God 
and looked to the world to satisfy his 
longings. He saw the plunder, he coveted, 
he took, and he hid what he had done. 

In another example, King David saw 
Bathsheba, he lusted after her,  took her, and  
hid his infidelity by committing murder (2 
Samuel 11). Eve coveted knowledge, Achan 
coveted possessions, and David coveted 
relationship. Each of them thirsty, they 
sought lasting refreshment from broken 
and barren cisterns.

In a similar fashion, we share in the 
propensity to believe that our lives would 
be fulfilled if we could just gain the 
relationship, possession, or circumstances 

we desire. In our quest to find life, we 
compare lives. The same covetous pattern 
that crept into Eve’s story has a tendency 
to bloom in our own hearts and lead us on 
a journey of increasing discontentment. As 
we look over the fence, the grass appears 
greener and we begin to doubt God’s 
goodness in our lives.

DEPICTIONS OF OUR DISCONTENTMENT

Years ago I met up with some friends 
at a local park. It is a wonderful place 
for children to play - full of swings, 
sandboxes, slides and monkey bars. One 
of my favorite features is a fence that 
surrounds the playground and keeps all 
the young children safely inside. However, 
on this day, the older children came to us, 
requesting to play outside the fence in an 
open field, situated just beside a road. The 
mothers decided as a group that it would 
be best for everyone if all the children 
stayed inside the fence. The older children 
went away with faces of dismay.  

When I looked up a few minutes later, 
each child was standing at the fence, 
staring with longing into the open field. 
Rather than enjoy the playground that was 
specifically designed for their enjoyment, 
they chose to concentrate on what was 
lacking. As they focused on what they 
desired, rather than what was available to 
them, they found themselves increasingly 
miserable. I realized at that moment how 
often I, like them, miss all that has been 
granted in my own life by spending my time 
craving and longing after what is denied. 
The question of how each of us deals with 
our desires is one of primary importance 
as we consider our search for identity and 
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where we attempt to find lasting joy and 
contentment.

Like Eve, our struggle with misplaced 
desires usually begins with our eyes. We 
see an object or person that we want and 
begin to falsely believe that in some way 
God is failing to be fully good to us. Seeing 
mixed with unbelief in God’s goodness 
and His sovereignty leads us to covet in 
our inner thought life. These desires are 
not limited to money or possessions. We 
covet relationships, giftedness, stages of 
life, accolades, respect, beauty, family, 
authority, comfort – in truth, we can covet 
anything we long for out of life. 

None of these items are wrong things to 
hope to possess, yet the desire for them 
grows inordinate when we substitute 
created objects for our Creator. When the 
lack of any item causes us to doubt God’s 
goodness, when we believe we need God 
plus something else, then our purpose and 
identity becomes shaped by our longings 
for that something. 

As coveting takes root in our hearts, 
discontentment emerges, and eventually 
we take from those around us. We may 
not actually steal from another person, 
but we take in a variety of ways. When we 
covet social standing, we may take from 
another’s reputation by sharing idle gossip 
to increase our own position. If we covet 
money and possessions we may take from 
the Lord’s work by failing to faithfully 
tithe. Lust conceived in the heart gives 
birth to the sin of adultery and takes from 
a marriage. We take joy from another by 
failing to rejoice with them because we are 
embittered by our own circumstances. We 

fail to rightly mourn with others because 
our covetous tendencies have stripped 
away our ability to sympathize with anyone 
in a situation different from our own. 

Rather than admit our weaknesses and 
seek forgiveness, we attempt to hide 
our distrust of God and our lack of love 
towards our neighbor. We recount difficult 
circumstances in an attempt to seek other’s 
approval for our discontentment. We hide 
behind another’s behavior and excuse 
our sin because of their actions towards 
us. We blame shift to other people, our 
circumstances, and, ultimately, to God for 
the predicaments we find ourselves facing.

THE IRONY OF IDOLATRY

The reality of our inner desires is that 
they overflow into our outward actions. 
What we desire matters. They expose the 
places we are searching for security and 
purpose outside of God. The deep irony is 
that those items we trust to bring joy and 
contentment often bring great loss. 

Eve found herself embarrassed before 
her husband and attempted to cover 
herself with fig leaves. Rather than walk in 
communion with God, she hid from Him. 
Her actions led Adam into sin, and rather 
than be a helper in cultivation, she became 
a helper in devastation. 

Likewise, Achan never got to enjoy the 
silver, gold and robe he stole from Jericho. 
They were hidden under his tent! Instead, 
he and his entire family faced death and 
the loss of future blessing. In every other 
town, the Lord allowed the Israelites to 
enjoy the fruits of their conquests. Achan 

missed the blessing by attempting to 
secure it in his own strength. 

After his adultery with Bathsheba, 
David repented, and experienced God’s 
forgiveness. However, he also faced the 
consequences of his actions. The final 
years of his kingship were full of military 
battles, insurrection, and personal grief. 

When we choose to walk in our own 
way, apart from God’s purposes for our 
lives, we find ourselves in similar places 
of painful regret. God wants to bless His 
people. However, He knows that the 
greatest blessings are not earthly goods or 
relationships, but that true riches that flow 
from an ever-increasing love and affection 
for Him.  He loves us too much to allow us 
to spend our days on what is not life and 
our labors on what will not satisfy. 

THE PATTERN BREAKER

How then do we change from our pattern 
of seeing, coveting, taking and hiding? 
The reality is that we are unable to restore 
what has been broken. We have no hope 
apart from Christ. Although each of us 
has sinned and fallen short of the glory of 
God, Jesus walked in perfect faithfulness 
in the midst of the most difficult of 
circumstances. 

Jesus did not meet temptation in the 
midst of a cultivated garden, a land flowing 
with milk and honey, or at the height 
of his kingship. He met temptation in 
the wilderness. He was alone, devoid of 
human companionship. He was hungry 
after forty days of fasting. All the outward 
circumstances were against Him. Yet, He 

faithfully lived out of His identity as the 
Son of God. He did not listen to the allure 
of Satan’s words. With each temptation 
He resisted, speaking time and again, “It 
is written.” 

He lived a perfect life and died a wrongful 
death so that He could be the sacrifice 
for our sins.  As Isaiah foretold, “He was 
wounded for our transgressions; he was 
crushed for our iniquities; upon him was the 
chastisement that brought us peace, and 
with his stripes we are healed” (Isaiah 53:5). 

His death acted as a sponge, soaking up all 
the wrath of God we had rightly earned for 
our sins. His resurrection and the promise 
of the Holy Spirit residing in us give us the 
power to live outside of our sinful desires 
and actions. We are saved both from the 
penalty of sin and the power of it in our lives:

His divine power has granted to us all things 
that pertain to life and godliness, through the 
knowledge of him who called us to his own glory 
and excellence, by which he has granted to us his 
precious and very great promises, so that through 
them you may become partakers of the divine 
nature, having escaped from the corruption that is 
in the world because of sinful desire. 2 Peter 1:3-4

A NEW IDENTITY

In Christ, we are a new creation, and all 
things work together for the good of being 
conformed into His image. The broken 
image is being restored! The Spirit’s work 
within us allows us to live out of our new 
identity in the following ways:

Instead of seeing, we seek the Lord. We 
turn our eyes from the world and ourselves 
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and look at Christ. As we daily seek Him 
in His word and in prayer, we are renewed. 
We remember the cross and realize that if 
God was willing to sacrifice His only son, 
then surely He will give us all things. How 
can any earthly desire compare to eternal 
life? He has given us the greater, and by 
daily seeking Him, we learn to trust him 
with the lesser.  Contentment grows not 
through gaining more but through abiding 
more in Jesus. 

Instead of coveting, we begin to desire 
rightly. As we abide in Christ, His power 
within our hearts brings forth new desires. 
We long to know the Lord in a deeper way. 
We yearn to be a part of His community 
in the church. We hope to serve those 
around us. We seek to love as we have been 
loved. These life-giving desires are part of 
living out of our identity in Christ.

Instead of taking, we give generously. 
Rather than look over the fence and 
consider how we are coming up short, 
we look over the fence and consider how 
we can give to those around us. Giving 
generously with our time, relationships, 
financial resources, and abilities frees us 
from trusting in these items as our security. 
Instead, we learn to trust in the Lord who 
generously gave all these blessings to us. In 
giving in this way, we experience Him as our 
true security.

Lastly, instead of hiding, we confess freely. 
As each of us struggle on a daily basis 
with the effects of the brokenness of 
our world, we will rightly long for things 
to be different. However, when we find 
ourselves returning to sinful patterns, we 

can confess to those around us. James 
exhorts each of us to, “Confess your sins to 
one another and pray for one another, that 
you may be healed. The prayer of a righteous 
person has great power as it is working” (James 
5:16).

Walking in this new pattern of belief frees 
us to enjoy the blessings that the Lord has 
given to each of us, as well as what He has 
given to others. When our feeble jars of 
clay shine forth joy, hope and contentment 
in the midst of the difficulties we face, it 
is clear that these are the fruit of His all-
surpassing power at work in our hearts.

Christians have access to the greatest 
source of joy in all the earth—we have 
Christ as our portion and inheritance!  Even 
as we are sorrowful, we are always rejoicing 
because of our redemption. When we are 
poor, we make others rich. When we have 
nothing, we know that in truth, we possess 
all things. If we are lacking joy, perhaps we 
are like those children at the park, missing 
the blessings because we are focusing on 
our earthly fields rather than heavenly 
riches. 

Our goal is not to stop desiring; we just 
want to crave a much better feast. May we 
seek our true identity in Christ, praying 
with the Psalmist:

“Incline my heart to your testimonies,

And not to selfish gain!

Turn my eyes from looking at worthless things;

And give me life in your ways.” Psalm 119:36-37
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W hy do we exist? What is our purpose?  
These are age-old questions that 

humanity has been asking for thousands of 
years. Many Christian women answer these 
questions and define themselves based 
on roles—single, student, career woman, 
boss, mother, wife, grandmother—or the 
absence of such roles. 

There is danger in defining ourselves by, 
or finding supreme value in, the roles we 
play. Roles are often temporary, lasting for 
a season. Some roles, like wife or mother, 
may span decades. Other roles, such as 
student, employee, athlete, or single 
woman, may last just a few years. When 
these roles change, or are threatened or 
unrealized, many women struggle to re-
orient and redefine themselves. 

In addition, this type of role-based 
identity can be oppressive, not allowing 
for a diverse expression of femininity. 
Women who do not fit the mold of the 
stereotypical Christian female may feel 
alone, ostracized, or excluded by those 
around her. Social divisions often fracture 
the church, segregating single women from 
married women, stay-at-home-moms from 
career women, homeschoolers from those 
who place their children in public school.

Regardless of where we find ourselves on 
the broad spectrum of feminine expression, 
many of us struggle to find clarity and 
freedom around the topic of identity—
what it means to be a woman created in the 
image of God and how to live that out in our 
daily lives and current circumstances. Is 
there something transcendent, something 
beyond role or personality type or specific 
skill set, that defines us and gives our lives 
direction, meaning, value, and purpose?  

CREATED IN HIS IMAGE

The search to understand God’s purpose 
and design for our lives must start at the 
very beginning, when God created the 
first man and woman. In the beginning, 
nothing existed but God; the earth was 
formless, void, and dark. And yet, we see in 
Genesis 1:26 when God says, “Let us make 
man in our image, after our likeness,” that 
He is obviously not alone. Scripture from 
Genesis to Revelation reveals that God 
exists in eternal, perfect community within 
Himself. God is three in one—the Father, 
the Son, and the Holy Spirit, commonly 
referred to as the Trinity. 

If we want clarity about our identity and 
what it means to be created in the image of 
God, we must first understand something 

W E  A R E  E Z E R

Then the Lord God said, “It is not good that the man should be alone;  
I will make him a helper fit for him.”   GENESIS 2:18

B Y  C H R Y S T I E  C O L E
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about the Trinity. There is one God in 
three persons – the Father, the Son, and 
the Holy Spirit. Each one is equally God, 
yet they are different in function; they are 
equal in value yet distinct in the work they 
do. Each plays a significant, essential role. 
They co-labored with one another toward 
the creation of the universe (Genesis 1:2b, 
Colossians 1:16-17, John 1:1-4), and they 
continue to co-labor in the redemption 
of the world (John 3:16-17, John 6:35-40, 
 John 16:7-15).

The Trinity reflects unity in diversity. This 
same quality is mirrored in creation itself. 
From the very beginning, God creates 
and then separates. He divides light from 
dark, sky from sea, heavens from earth, 
land from water, night from day, and land 
dwellers from sea dwellers. Each division 
within creation is significant. There is 
diversity and separation, but also unity 
and harmony, as each part complements 
its counterpart. Every created thing has a 
purpose assigned to it (Genesis 1:3-19). 

All creation was made to glorify God. 
And more specifically, within creation, 
mankind was appointed the privilege of 
bearing His image. Mankind reveals God 
and His character in a way nothing else 
does. 

The first look into the creation of mankind 
is seen in Genesis 1:

Then God said, “Let us make man in our image, 
after our likeness. And let them have dominion 
over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the 
heavens and over the livestock and over all the 
earth and over every creeping thing that creeps on 
the earth.” So God created man in his own image, 
in the image of God he created him; male and 
female he created them. Genesis 1:26-27 

Created in the image of God, male and 
female. The diversity displayed in the 
creation of light from dark, heavens from 
earth, and land from sea is also seen in the 
creation of woman from man. Each part of 
creation is distinct, yet complements its 
counterpart. In the creation of mankind, 
God yet again distinguishes by creating 
male and female. They are equal in value 
as image-bearers, yet different in form and 
function as men and women. They are, like 
the rest of His creations, complementary 
counterparts. 

Genesis 2 gives even more details 
surrounding the creation of the first man: 

When no bush of the field was yet in the land and 
no small plant of the field had yet sprung up—for 
the Lord God had not caused it to rain on the land, 
and there was no man to work the ground, and a 
mist was going up from the land and was watering 
the whole face of the ground—then the Lord God 
formed the man of dust from the ground and 
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and the 
man became a living creature. And the Lord God 
planted a garden in Eden, in the east, and there he 
put the man whom he had formed. And out of the 
ground the Lord God made to spring up every tree 
that is pleasant to the sight and good for food. The 
tree of life was in the midst of the garden, and the 
tree of the knowledge of good and evil…The Lord 
God took the man and put him in the Garden of 
Eden to work it and keep it. And the Lord God 
commanded the man, saying, “You may surely eat 
of every tree of the garden, but of the tree of the 
knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for 
in the day that you eat of it you shall surely die.” 
Genesis 2:5-9, 15-17 

The earth has been created, but it is not yet 
fruitful because there is no man to cultivate 
the ground. Creation is incomplete; the 
earth needs someone or something to tend 
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it and make it fruitful. So God creates 
man out of the dust of the earth to meet 
a need of the earth. God places Adam in 
the garden—giving him a job (tending the 
garden) and instructions (not to eat from 
the forbidden tree). 

Then the Lord God said, “It is not good that the 
man should be alone; I will make him a helper fit 
for him.” Now out of the ground the Lord God had 
formed every beast of the field and every bird of 
the heavens and brought them to the man to see 
what he would call them. And whatever the man 
called every living creature, that was its name. 
The man gave names to all livestock and to the 
birds of the heavens and to every beast of the field. 
But for Adam there was not found a helper fit for 
him. Genesis 2:18-20 

Adam works in the garden—naming 
the animals, categorizing creation, and 
establishing order over it. But as he does 
so, he feels a lack; there is no counterpart, 
no complement for him. The Lord looks 
on Adam and sees a need. Adam is alone. 
So the Lord decides to make a counterpart 
for Adam, one to come alongside him:

So the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon 
the man, and while he slept took one of his ribs and 
closed up its place with flesh. And the rib that the 
Lord God had taken from the man he made into a 
woman and brought her to the man. Then the man 
said, “This at last is bone of my bones and flesh of 
my flesh; she shall be called Woman, because she 
was taken out of Man.” Genesis 2:21-24 

God has determined that it is not good 
for man to be alone, so He causes Adam 
to fall into a deep sleep, and then He 
fashions a woman out of the man. Just 
as Adam comes from the earth to meet 
a need of the earth, Eve comes from 
Adam to meet a need of Adam’s. Adam 

needs someone like himself to be in 
relationship with him, to labor alongside 
him, and to help him in his mission.  
 
GOD’S DESIGN FOR WOMEN 

These beginning chapters of the Bible 
reveal that the core of human identity is 
that we are created in the image of God, 
male and female—equal, but different. 
God created human beings in His divine 
image so that they might reflect Him to 
the rest of creation. Both men and women 
were created for the same purpose—to 
represent God and to be a blessing to the 
world, but each gender uniquely represents 
the glory of God. This distinctiveness of 
men and women and of their God-given 
callings existed prior to sin entering the 
world. It was part of God’s good design; 
and He looked on His creation of man and 
woman, their form and their function, and 
He declared it very good.

More specifically, as it pertains to feminine 
creation, God says, “I will make a helper 
who is just right for him” (Genesis 2:18 
NLT), or as some translations say, a “helper 
fit” or a “helper suitable.” In the original 
Hebrew, this phrase is ezer kenegdo. When 
these words are translated into English, 
they lose their robust Hebrew meaning. 
Through the years, the word “helper” has 
taken on a negative connotation in our 
language. It seems weak, patronizing—not 
substantial. Yet, in Hebrew, the word ezer 
actually indicates an inherent strength. 
An ezer is an ally, an aid, someone who 
brings support and relief. The adjoining 
word kenegdo means “corresponding to,” 
“opposite to,” or “suitable to.” So joined 
together, the phrase ezer kenegdo is more 
accurately translated as “corresponding 

strength,” “essential counterpart,” or 
“indispensable companion.” 

As we look more closely at the word ezer, 
we discover it is used twenty-one times 
in the Old Testament, the majority of 
which are references to God. Ezer is used 
twice in the Genesis creation narrative, 
specifically in reference to women. In the 
rest of Scripture, it is used three times as a 
military term, and sixteen times when God 
identifies Himself as an ezer. (Psalm 146, 
54, 70, 118). Ezer is not a weak word; it is 
a strong word. A woman as an ezer reflects 
God as an ezer—as an ally, someone who is 
for you, and one who brings strength. 

A good illustration of this strength can be 
drawn from a 12th-century architectural 
innovation known as the flying buttress. 
Commonly used in Gothic architecture, a 
flying buttress provides essential support 
that preserves the architectural soundness 
and integrity of a building. These buttresses 
bear weight and relieve pressure from the 
walls, allowing for higher ceilings, ornate 
latticing, and extra windows. Like these 
powerful structures, a woman provides an 
undergirding strength within the context 
of relationship that empowers others to 
become and achieve things that might 
have otherwise been impossible. She is an 
essential counterpart providing necessary, 
load-bearing support. 

There is a second aspect of our identity 
we must consider, which brings us to the 
second word, kenegdo. A woman’s nature 
as an ezer kenegdo is one that corresponds 
to others. Just as the Triune God exists 
in relationship with Himself, the Lord 
designed His image-bearers to exist in 
community as well. God created Eve to 

correspond to Adam, to be in relationship 
with him, and to work alongside him and 
support him. Femininity is uniquely suited 
to identify need and bring strength to fill 
in the gaps. This means that a woman’s 
identity is irreducibly tied to relationship. 
A woman fulfills her ezer calling as she 
brings everything she is—her personality, 
wisdom, experiences, strengths, talents, 
passions, time, energy, and resources—and 
uses it to support, encourage, strengthen, 
and further the cause of the people in her life. 

Although Scripture introduces the design 
of woman in the context of marriage, 
female image bearing is fully adequate 
beyond the bounds of marriage. That is to 
say, healthy and robust femininity does not 
depend on marriage for its expression, as it 
can be expressed fully within the context 
of community. While marriage between 
a man and woman is a distinct, even primary,  
application of gender, it is important to note 
that the ezer calling is not about marriage. 

Masculinity and femininity, as defined 
by the bible, are not dependent upon 
marriage. If masculinity and femininity 
depended upon marriage, then half of the 
world’s population would not be fully male 
or female—nor would have been Jesus, 
the Apostle Paul, or many other men and 
women from the Bible. This is about who 
God created men and women to be, and 
how both genders reflect His image in 
unique ways. Women, whether married 
or single, reflect the ezer nature of God in 
relationships of all types.

Given an understanding of the Hebrew 
and the use of the word ezer in other 
contexts, the significance of our identity 
as women becomes clear. As ezer kenegdo, 
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our femininity is a strong and necessary 
part of the combined reflection of God. 
Everything about what it means to be a 
woman is essential and valuable. 

You were created to be an ezer. This is who 
you are, and it never changes. But how you 
live out your calling, and with whom, is 
expressed through your own individuality 
and according to your season of life. 
Knowing that God uses your uniqueness, 
you are freed from roles and from trying 
to model yourself after any other woman, 

and equipped to bring all of who you are to 
support the relationships God has placed 
in your life, in your current season. 

Ezer is not a role; it is a lifelong calling. It 
is part of your DNA. Ezer is not limited to 
one manner of expression; it is who you 
are. It is a God-given design. Your identity 
is certain and secure, and it does not shift 
with the changing seasons of life. 

You were created as a woman, in the image 
of God, to reflect His ezer nature to the 
world.
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G od purposefully and intentionally 
designed us to reflect His image in a 

way unlike anything else in all of creation! 
This is a unique privilege and, while it may 
affirm our significance and intrinsic value 
as women, we must not take this truth 
and twist it to support our desires for self-
importance. Reflecting the image of God 
is not about us at all; there is a purpose to 
our existence that extends beyond our own 
self-actualization. Being an image bearer 
is not some lofty, internal, “feel good” 
ideology; it is a practical, external reality to 
be lived out in the world.

As female image bearers, there is 
purposefulness to our existence that is 
weighty and teeming with responsibility. 
God created us to represent Him, to reflect 
His character, and to expand His kingdom 
through making other image bearers. 

While motherhood is one way women 
fulfill God’s call to produce other image 
bearers, this is not limited to motherhood. 
On the contrary, women were divinely 
designed and instilled with capacities to 
reflect God’s character within the context 
of all their relationships. 

As a woman lives out her God-given 
calling to reflect the image of God as an 
ezer, bringing strength and aid to those 
around her, she enables others to flourish 
and grow, thereby more fully reflecting 
the image of God within them. This is the 
essence of the command to “be fruitful and 
multiply” and it can be expressed fully in 
every relationship in a woman’s life. 

God has entrusted women with aspects of 
His character as an ezer, equipping them to 
reflect Him in distinct and powerful ways. 

WE ARE IMAGE BEARERS

So God created man in his own image in the image of God he created him;
    male and female he created them.  GENESIS 1:27 ESV

B Y  C H R Y S T I E  C O L E
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A woman living from the fullness of God 
within her makes a significant contribution 
to the expansion of His kingdom here on 
earth. She is able to be a source of rest, 
refuge, strength, encouragement, and life 
that enables others to be and do what they 
could not otherwise. A woman embodying 
the character of God gives of her own life 
and resources in a way that is sacrificial. 
She reflects the God who invited us into 
relationship with Him through the life, 
death, and resurrection of His Son Jesus 
Christ. He has nurtured us from death to 
life, and equipped us to become who we 
could not apart from Him.

When a woman understands the 
significance of her unique ability to reflect 
God’s image, entrusts herself to God 
knowing that He is her ezer, and begins 
to live it out in a way that is humble, 
sacrificial, and faithful, the fruit produced 
is exponential. God has given women 
tremendous power and influence – power 
that can be used for our own selfish gain 
or that can be used to build and strengthen 
another. 

In order to reflect God’s character, we 
must first invite others into relationship 
with us. Invitation is where it all begins. 
Inviting is having a heart and a spirit that is 
approachable, vulnerable, and welcoming.   
A woman reflecting the attribute of 
inviting extends herself to others in a way 
that is active, inclusive, and intentional. 
Throughout Scripture, we see that God 
is an inviting God.  He holds Himself out 
to His people —inviting them into His 
presence, into covenant, into relationship. 
Jesus is the perfect image bearer, fully 
embodying all the attributes of God. In 

Matthew 11:28, Jesus reflects the capacity 
of inviting when He says, “Come to me, all 
who labor and are heavy laden, and I will 
give you rest.”  

By trusting that she is accepted and loved 
by God, a woman is free to make others 
feel accepted and welcomed. She points 
others to Christ, not to herself. She does 
not demand her own rights, but trusts in 
God’s justice. She has no need to prove 
herself or be the center of attention. Her 
gaze is focused outward toward others, 
seeking to meet them on their terms and 
not her own. She recognizes that there is 
a time to speak clearly and boldly and a 
time to exercise restraint. When she does 
speak, wisdom and kindness are on her 
tongue (Proverbs 31:26). Because she has 
a settled confidence in Christ, she is not 
proud and boastful, self-promoting or self-
protecting, or withdrawn and frigid. 

A woman who is confident in Christ is able 
to reflect the capacity of inviting regardless 
of circumstances or relationships—
demanding bosses, ungrateful teenagers, 
rude neighbors, or critical family members, 
and in doing so, she embodies the God 
who holds Himself out to all people as a 
source of life, joy, peace, and rest. 

Within the context of relationships, a 
woman is able to bring strength and life 
through the capacity of nurture. The 
story of Scripture from beginning to end 
reveals a God who cares for, loves, and 
nurtures His creation. He looks on His 
people, vulnerable and needy, and invites 
them to partake of the nourishment they 
desperately need: 
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“Is anyone thirsty?

Come and drink—even if you have no money!

Come, take your choice of wine or milk—it’s all 
free!

Why spend your money on food that does not give 
you strength? Why pay for food that does you no 
good?

Listen to me, and you will eat what is good. You 
will enjoy the finest food. 

Come to me with your ears wide open. Listen, and 
you will find life.” Isaiah 55:1-3a NLT

Nurturing is not weak and insignificant, 
nor is it limited to the relationship 
between a mother and a child. The essence 
of nurture is to bring life and strength to 
another in a way that enables them to live 
independent of you. It is to give of yourself 
sacrificially—your talents, resources, life 
experience, energy, and wisdom- for the 
benefit and development of another. 
When a woman nurtures, she empowers 
and encourages others, helping them feel 
stronger, bolder, more capable, and more 
of who God created them to be. 

To nurture like Christ involves a willingness 
to humble yourself and deplete your 
resources on the behalf of another. It is 
not patronizing or accidental. It requires 
wisdom, strength, knowledge, thought, 
and action. When healthy, nurturing 
creates an environment where dependence 
is temporary and growth culminates in 
maturity. Ultimately, to nurture like Christ 
is to love others well at your own expense.

God created women with a unique mission: 
to be an essential counterpart. One of the 
ways this occurs is through partnering with 
others to assist them in movement toward 
a goal. There is no better or more beautiful 
example of partnering than that present 
within the Trinity. The relationship 
between God the Father, God the Son, 
and God the Holy Spirit is breathtaking: 
one God in three persons- each one equally 
God, yet different in function. Partnering 
within the Trinity is evident throughout 
Scripture, as the Father, Son, and Holy 
Spirit co-labor equally, harmoniously, and 
sacrificially toward a shared mission. A 
woman reflects the capacity of partnering 
as she utilizes her strength, wisdom, 
experience, and talents to help others 
accomplish their goal. 

Within the partnering capacity, we also 
see the idea of submission.  Our best 
example of what godly submission looks 
like is, again, found in the Trinity. Christ, 
God the Son, is in a position of submission 
to God the Father.  Christ is not a lesser, 
unequal part of the Trinity. Yet he came 
not to do his own will, but the will of 
His Father (John 6:38). Submission was a 
significant part of His partnering with the 
Father (Luke 22:42). Though Jesus is equal 
in divinity and power, He willfully humbles 
Himself and elevates the Father through 
the act of submission, and He does not feel 
devalued by that. 

Submission is a divine attribute on brilliant 
display through Jesus. It is not blind and 
thoughtless following; it includes a free 
exchange of ideas. There is mutual respect 
for one another’s opinions and skills. 
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Within submission, there is a healthy 
interdependence upon one another. 
Submission means to intentionally place 
yourself under the leadership of another. 
Undergirding biblical submission is 
the idea that you are on the same team; 
you bear and share the risk together. 
All believers are called to submission 
(James 4:7, Romans 13:1-5, 1 Peter 5:5), 
but submission to a husband is a specific 
aspect of partnering within the marital 
relationship (Ephesians 5:22-23). When a 
woman submits, she intentionally owns 
the cause of another. The heart of biblical 
submission in partnering is reverence for 
Christ and love for one another.  

Every woman, living in the fullness of 
who God created her to be, is able to have 
significant influence on those around her. 
And she is able to do this not because of 
her own strength and talents, but because 
of her reverence for the Lord who created 
and sustains her. 

As we faithfully and humbly offer ourselves 
in service to God and others, the result 
is that He is more fully represented to 
the world, His kingdom work is being 
accomplished, and His name is greatly 
praised. May we each consider how God 
is calling us to reflect His character right 
now, right where we are.
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W hen I met Shelly, we were in the 
fifth grade. She was the new girl 

at Hyer Elementary. She had long blonde 
hair with bangs cut straight across her 
forehead. I was assigned by our teacher 
to be Shelly’s “special friend” for her first 
day. My responsibilities included walking 
with her to class and sitting with her at 
lunch. She quickly became my best friend. 
Through middle school, high school, and 
college, we were together. 

Shelly was also the first person I knew 
who had been adopted. Born to an unwed 
teenager, Shelly had been adopted as an 
infant. Her new parents, Bob and Janice 
had a biological son; but due to Janice’s 
small stature, they had been advised to grow 
their family through adoption. On April 25, 
1965, Bob and Janice were driving home to 
Texas from a California vacation. In the car,  
Janice started having what she could only 
describe as labor pains. These pains lasted 
for hours. Bob was concerned, finding it 
odd that she continued to describe what 
she was feeling as labor pains. Days later, 
when they arrived home in Dallas, they 
learned that their daughter had been born 
the same day Janice had experienced the 

labor pains! I remember vividly Janice 
sharing Shelly’s adoption story with me. 
She told it with such joy, amazed at God’s 
goodness and the miraculous sign he had 
given them that Shelly was their daughter.

When I think of great adoption stories, 
I think of Shelly’s. However, there is a 
greater story of adoption. It’s the adoption 
story of every person who professes Christ 
as Lord and Savior. If you are a follower of 
Jesus Christ, you have an adoption story too. 

ADOPTION: A THEOLOGICAL OVERVIEW

Theologians have come to understand 
the way in which salvation comes to an 
individual as a sequence of distinct yet 
related events under the sovereign control 
of God. Theologian John Murray taught 
that God redeems his people through 
a “series of acts and processes.” 1 The 
order of salvation, or “ordo salutis,” is 
an attempt to explain the way in which 
the blessings of salvation are applied to a 
believer. The scriptural basis for the order 
of salvation is found throughout the New 
Testament and specifically outlined in 
the writings of Paul. (see Romans 8:30) 

WE ARE HEIRS

For you did not receive the spirit of slavery to fall back into fear, but you have 
received the Spirit of adoption as sons, by whom we cry,  “Abba! Father!” The Spirit 

himself bears witness with our spirit that we are children of God, and if children, 
then heirs—heirs of God and fellow heirs with Christ...  ROMANS 8:15-16

B Y  L E I G H  S W A N S O N
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Murray understood the order of salvation 
in this way: calling, regeneration, faith 
and repentance, justification, adoption, 
sanctification, perseverance, glorification.2

He goes on to say, “These are all distinct, 
and not one of these can be defined in terms 
of the other. Each has its own distinct 
meaning, function, and purpose in the 
action and grace of God.” 3 The Christian 
community tends to emphasize certain 
steps in the order of salvation (faith and 
repentance, justification, sanctification, 
glorification) while paying less attention 
to others (calling, regeneration, adoption, 
perseverance). For the purposes of this 
article, we will look more closely at the 
amazing privilege of adoption.

Adoption, as a theological term, is an act 
of God by which he makes an individual a 
member of his family. This is a blessing and 
a privilege that we often take for granted. 
Certainly, God could have justified us 
(forgiven our sins) without making us his 
children. But instead, God chooses to 
create a family and adopt those whom he 
forgives as children. In his book, Adopted 
into God’s Family: Exploring a Pauline 
Metaphor, author Trevor Burke makes 
this joyful observation: “To be declared 
righteous at the bar of God is one thing; 
it is, however, quite another to be adopted 
into God’s family and able to call him 
‘Abba,  Father’ (Gal. 4:6; Rom. 8:15).” 4   
Rather than leaving us as orphans, God 
chooses to give those he justifies the security 
and blessing of a family. Because God desired 
it to be, we become his adopted children.

Some might argue that every person is 
a “child of God.” This is only true in the 

sense that God is the creator and sustainer 
of all. The Apostle John reminds us that 
only those who believe in Christ are 
adopted as God’s children. “But, to all who 
did receive him, who believed in his name, 
he gave the right to become children of 
God.” (John 1:12) Scripture paints a clear 
distinction between those who believe in 
Christ and are, therefore, God’s adopted 
children and everyone else. Those who do 
not believe in Christ do not experience 
the privilege of God’s adoption. They are 
“children of wrath” (Ephesians 2:3) and 
“sons of disobedience” (Ephesians 2:2; 5:6). 

God is Father, not to all, but only to 
those who call upon the name of Jesus 
Christ. The blessing of being a child of 
God comes not from being born, but from 
being reborn. As John 1:12 – 13 reminds 
us, “But to all who did receive him, who 
believed in his name, he gave the right to 
become children of God, who were born, 
not of blood nor of the will of the flesh 
nor of the will of man, but of God.” Just 
as our salvation is an act of God’s grace, 
our adoption is also an act of God’s grace.  

ALL BELIEVERS ARE HEIRS AND ADOPTED 

AS FIRST BORN SONS

For all who are led by the Spirit of God are 
sons of God. For you did not receive the spirit of 
slavery to fall back into fear, but you have received 
the Spirit of adoption as sons, by whom we cry, 
“Abba! Father!” The Spirit himself bears witness 
with our spirit that we are children of God, and 
if children, then heirs—heirs of God and fellow 
heirs with Christ, provided we suffer with him 
in order that we may also be glorified with him. 
Romans 8: 14 – 17 
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Adoption into the family of God is one 
of the Apostle Paul’s “key metaphors for 
the new status believers have obtained.” 5 
For us to fully understand the weight 
of our adoption, we must consider the 
term in light of Paul’s culture. Paul, as an 
instrument God used to communicate 
His Word, wrote to an audience who was 
bound by time. To properly understand 
Scripture, we must recognize that God’s 
Word is timeless and yet had an original 
meaning written to an original audience.

In the first century Greco-Roman 
world, there was a distinct ruling class. 
In this patriarchal culture, fathers had 
sole authority in their families. Women, 
children, and slaves had few rights. Sons, 
especially first born sons, had unique 
access to their father, to family resources, 
to the family inheritance, and received the 
bounty of their father’s affection. Fathers 
expected that their sons would bring 
honor and longevity to the family name. 
Sons were to be a living legacy. In return, 
a first born son would inherit not only the 
family wealth, but the family’s social status 
and position within the community. When 
Paul tells his readers that all believers in 
Christ are adopted as sons and now have 
the status of an heir, this would have been 
extraordinary news, especially to the 
marginalized members of Roman society. 
For women, to be adopted as a son was an 
unprecedented change of status! 

Another cultural issue to note that 
provides deeper theological understanding 
for us, as present day readers of this 
first century text, is slavery. Slavery was 
prevalent in Paul’s day. Most ruling class 
Roman families owned slaves. Some slaves 

were treated well; however, most were 
not. Slaves were frequently separated from 
their own families; they performed manual 
labor under harsh conditions and lived in 
fear. 

A ruling class family who was childless 
needed an heir. Remember, leaving behind 
a legacy and continuing the family name was 
extremely important. So, childless couples 
would adopt a male slave, thus granting 
him the full privileges of a biological son. 
These privileges included legal rights, an 
inheritance, and a social status equal to 
that of a biological son. Adoption also 
meant that the adopting father assumed 
all of the adoptee’s debts.  In society and 
under the law, an adopted son was no 
different than a biological son. Imagine 
the dramatic change in position this meant 
for the young man being adopted. Once he 
had been a slave, but now he was made an 
heir through adoption.

Paul specifically references the “slave-
made-son” adoptions that were common 
in his culture when he wrote,  “But when 
the set time had fully come, God sent his 
Son, born of a woman, born under the 
law, to redeem those under the law, that 
we might receive adoption to sonship. 
Because you are his sons, God sent the 
Spirit of his Son into our hearts, the Spirit 
who calls out, ‘Abba, Father.’ So you are no 
longer a slave, but God’s child; and since 
you are his child, God has made you also an 
heir.” Galatians 4: 4 – 7 NIV

Our adoption as first born sons explains the 
new relationship that believers enjoy with 
God.  We are no longer enslavesd to sin  
and due God’s wrath. Nor are we merely 
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forgiven people who God has declared 
righteous by Jesus’ death. We are more. 
We are God’s redeemed children, and he 
is our loving father. Just as Jesus called 
the father “Abba,” we are also invited to 
cry out to God as our “Abba.” Because he 
has adopted each of us as first born sons, 
we are all equally heirs. He has set us free 
from slavery, paid our debts, and given us 
an eternal inheritance.  

AS AN ADOPTED SON, GOD WILL MEET 

YOUR DEEPEST LONGINGS

Our adoption is one of the greatest blessing 
of the gospel message. To be declared 
righteous by God, who is our Judge, is our 
foundational blessing. But being acquitted 
before a judge does not guarantee a close 
relationship with him. Our sonship, God 
choosing us to be in an intimate loving 
relationship with Him as our Father, 
moves us from a right relationship 
with God to an intimate relationship 
with God. Through our adoption, God 
meets the deepest longings of our heart. 

YOU BELONG TO A FAMILY

When God becomes our Father, Christ 
becomes our Brother, and we become part 
of the family of faith. In Scripture it is 
clear that Jesus always understood Himself 
to be the unique Son of God. And yet, 
early in Jesus’ ministry, he also expressed 
an understanding that his followers would 
be a part of the same divine family. He says 
in Mark 3, “Whoever does God’s will is my 
brother and sister and mother.” Not only 
does our adoption change our relationship 
with God, it changes our relationship with 

each other. Adoption unifies all believers 
as siblings. We are a single family. One 
household of faith.
 
YOU WERE CHOSEN

Ephesians 1:4-6 (NIV) reminds us that 
God chose His family. “For he chose us in 
him before the creation of the world to be 
holy and blameless in his sight. In love he 
predestined us for adoption to sonship 
through Jesus Christ, in accordance with 
his pleasure and will— to the praise of his 
glorious grace, which he has freely given us 
in the One he loves.” 

You were not chosen because of your 
character, but in spite of it. You were 
not chosen because of your behavior, but 
in spite of it. You were chosen because 
of his free love that Paul tells us in these 
verses preceded our adoption. God is not 
obligated to love us because he adopted 
us. He adopted us because he loved us. 

YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD IS 

SECURE

Paul continues in Ephesians 1:13 – 14 saying, 
“When you believed, you were marked 
in him with a seal, the promised Holy 
Spirit, who is a deposit guaranteeing our 
inheritance until the redemption of those 
who are God’s possession—to the praise of 
his glory.” (NIV) As a first born son, your 
inheritance is secure. The Holy Spirit is the 
Father’s seal and acts as a guarantee of your 
eternal life. The Greek word translated as 
“guarantee” means “deposit” or “pledge.” 
God has committed himself to your future. 
Your eternity is secure.
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MY ADOPTION STORY

I accepted Christ as my Savior and Lord as 
a teenager at a Young Life camp in North 
Carolina. When I returned home, I had 
the blessing of being involved in my high 
school youth group. I also had the struggle 
of watching my parents go through a long 
and bitter divorce. A lot about my life had 
changed. My priorities. My world view. My 
eternity! But, I continued to experience a 
deep sense of insecurity. 

Several years later as a counselor at a church 
youth conference, I saw a performer 
named Curt Cloninger. A Christian actor, 
Curt performed a skit called “God Views.” 
He portrayed God as an old man, a sheriff, 
and a butler. He acted out the many 

misconceptions that we all have about the 
nature and character of God. In the final 
scene of his performance, Curt portrayed 
the Biblical truth that God is a perfect 
Father. 

As a daughter who was experiencing a 
painful relationship with my own father, 
tears streamed down my face. I longed to 
know this type of father. I knew that much 
of the insecurity I felt was rooted in the 
dysfunction of trying to please a father 
who could never be pleased. Later that 
night as I prayed for God to change my 
earthly father, God revealed himself to me 
as my heavenly Father. I had been living as 
a forgiven orphan. Then, and now, I know 
what means to cry out to God as “Abba” 
and rest in the security of my perfect 
Father. May you know it, too.

1 Murray, John. Redemption Accomplished and Applied. Eerdmans Publishing Company: Grand Rapids, 1955, p 80.

2 Ibid., p 87.

3 Ibid., p 80.

4 Trevor Burke, Adopted into God’s Family: Exploring a Pauline Metaphor, IVP, Downers Grove, Il, p25.

5  Ibid., p 22.
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J esus loves me! This I know, for the Bible 
tells me so.

I can sing it. I can say it. But do I believe 
it? I mean really believe it– in a way that 
matters. In a way that impacts how I live 
my life.

This is a hard question. One moment, I 
can answer emphatically, “Yes!” And in the 
next moment my behavior might reveal 
otherwise. Often how we think, feel, and 
act is a dead give away to what we really 
believe about God.

Recently, I heard a counselor say that the 
core question that we are all desperately 
trying to answer is, “Am I loved?”  The irony 
here is that we are pursuing an answer to a 
question that has already been answered. 
The scars in Jesus’ hands and feet prove the 
depth of His love for us. The problem is that 
we don’t believe it. Unbelief shows up in our 
lives when we:

assume others think the worst about us.

beat ourselves up over our sin.

hesitate to come to Him with our problems or 
pain.

have to get our act together before we are useful.

criticize others.

feel like our good works make Him love us more.

feel like our failures make Him love us less.

assume that tragedy and suffering are 
punishment and rejection.

say “Yes” to every request – “because they need me.”

assume He really doesn’t want what is best for us.

constantly compare ourselves to others.

make great demands on family and friends to 
meet our emotional needs.

get paralyzed by insecurities which keep us from 
taking risks.

feel like a failure for all the things we have not 
accomplished today.

realize the thought of letting Him love us makes 
us squirm.

are embarrassed by our kid ’s  failures and take 
credit for their successes.

WE ARE LOVED

The Lord your God is in your midst, a mighty one who will save;
he will rejoice over you with gladness; he will quiet you by his love;

he will exult over you with loud singing.  ZEPHANIAH 3:17

B Y  R U T H I E  D E L K
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This list is not exhaustive, but it certainly 
gives us a peek into our hearts to see the 
ways in which our unbelief in God’s love 
creeps into every area of our lives.

Why is it so hard to believe that we are 
loved? I have asked this question hundreds 
of times to women all over, and the answers 
are always the same: most say that either 
they don’t feel lovable or their experiences 
have proved that God does not love them. 
Sometimes, it’s a combination of both.

In the Old Testament, there are two 
stories in particular that help us wrap our 
hearts and minds around God’s love for us.

The first is found in Ezekiel 16. It’s an 
allegory of unfaithful Israel’s relationship 
with God. Verse 4 begins by describing 
a discarded, blood stained newborn baby 
whose umbilical cord had not been cut. 
The scene closes in verse 5 with three heart 
wrenching words: “You were despised.”

God passes by, has compassion on the 
infant, and rescues it. As the child grows, 
God makes a covenant and speaks these 
three life giving words: “You became mine.”

The next story is in Hosea 1-2, which 
is another allegory regarding unfaithful 
Israel. God tells Hosea to marry a 
prostitute named Gomer. They have three 
children together, and God tells Hosea 
what to name each child. It seems that 
with each naming, the situation grows 
more grim. The third child is named Lo-
Ammi, which means “not my loved one.” 
God reemphasizes the point several times 
in the story by saying, “You are not my 
people, and I am not your God.” 

But, just as in the story from Ezekiel, God 
makes a promise to Hosea and says that 

one day, “in the place where it was said to 
them, ‘You are not my people’, they will 
be called ‘sons of the living God.’”  Paul 
reminds us of this promise in Romans 
9:25-26 when he quotes Hosea and says, “I 
will call them ‘my people’ who are not my 
people; and I will call her ‘my loved one’ 
who is not my loved one.” 

How in the world does this happen? 
How do we go from being despised and 
separated from God to being known loved 
ones who belong to Him?

At the end of Ezekiel 16, we get a hint in 
verse 63:  “...when I make atonement for 
you for all you have done...”. 

God makes atonement for us. He is both 
the reason we need atonement and the 
provider of it. He sees us, despised and 
crushed in our sin. He enters in, replaces 
our hearts of stone with hearts of flesh, and 
proclaims, “You are mine!” Zephaniah 3:17 
actually says that He takes great delight 
in us, quiets us with His love, and rejoices 
over us with singing! 

For some of us, this is not enough. The 
pain of our past or the weight of the 
brokenness in our lives and in our hearts 
screams louder. Our experiences convince 
us that His love is not real.

And so our hearts echo the cry of Israel in 
Isaiah 49:14,

But Zion said, “The Lord has forsaken me,

    the Lord has forgotten me.”

And Israel’s maker gently replies: 

“Can a mother forget the baby at her breast

     and have no compassion on the child she has 
borne?
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Though she may forget,

    I will not forget you!

See, I have engraved you on the palms of my hands;

    your walls are ever before me.

Our names are written on His hands. 
Engraved. Chisled. 

You want proof of his love for you? Look 
at the cross. Even if your circumstances 
are screaming that you have been forsaken, 
despised and rejected, the cross screams 
louder and the resurrection even louder! 
You are not alone. You are not forsaken. 
You are forgiven, loved, and cherished by 
the Father who created you. Others may 
forget, but He won’t.

After the resurrection, Thomas, the 
disciple, also needed proof. He wasn’t 
convinced of Jesus’ resurrection, and Jesus 
was okay with that. He invites Thomas 
close. Closer.

We find this account in John 20:24-28 (NIV):

Now Thomas (also known as Didymus), one of 
the Twelve, was not with the disciples when Jesus 
came. So the other disciples told him, “We have 
seen the Lord!”

But he said to them, “Unless I see the nail marks in 
his hands and put my finger where the nails were, 
and put my hand into his side, I will not believe.”

A week later his disciples were in the house again, 
and Thomas was with them. Though the doors 
were locked, Jesus came and stood among them and 
said, “Peace be with you!” Then he said to Thomas, 
“Put your finger here; see my hands. Reach out your 
hand and put it into my side. Stop doubting and 
believe.”

Thomas said to him, “My Lord and my God!”

Thomas comes close. He touches. He sees. 
He believes.

The cross proves that Jesus’ love for us is 
unique. Romans 5:8 describes it like this: 
“But God demonstrates his own love for us 
in this: while we were still sinners, Christ 
died for us.”

Do you know what I think the real issue is? 
I think we don’t know what to do with that 
kind of Love. It is so other than anything 
we have experienced. It’s disruptive and 
intimate. It’s hard for me to believe that 
God would go to the cross to rescue 
someone like me, and it’s even harder for 
me to receive it. 

What about you? How do you respond to 
God’s love for you?

Are you like a middle school girl with 
her first crush peeling petals off a daisy 
chanting, “He loves me, He loves me not.”? 
Are you thinking that you have to earn 
God’s love in order to be lovable?

Are you like a runaway who’s been living 
on the streets for days, but for dinner 
on your first night home you choose a 
can of pineapples instead of the feast of 
your favorite foods that your mother has 
lovingly prepared? 

Maybe so many people in your life have 
hurt or disappointed you that the thought 
of God loving you fills you with fear. You 
don’t trust Him to be good with his love.

Possibly you view God’s love for you like 
an absentee father who wasn’t there for 
you growing up. His love didn’t hurt you. 
It just didn’t matter. And so the thought 
of God loving you makes you simply feel 
ambivalent. 
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He has declared His love for us by saying, 
“You are mine.” He went even further 
and proved it on the cross. So, I think it’s 
important that we at least stop and consider 
why we have a hard time receiving it.

The reality is that as long as we let our 
experiences frame our view of God, rather 
than letting our view of God frame our 
experiences, we will continue to question 
His love for us!

Recently, I had the opportunity to have 
lunch with my college roommate and 
friend-for-life. She is in a particularly hard 
place and feels completely powerless in her 
current situation. We lost no time skirting 
around the edges. We dove in deep. This is 
why I love her. 

In the midst of her aching heart, profound 
wisdom, forged thru pain, gushed from her 
mouth. It was coming out at such a rate that 
I asked her to slow down so I could record 
our conversation! These are rich truths, and 
I am thrilled to share them with you.

If your past experiences or your current 
circumstances are making you feel 
powerless and completely unloved by God, 
then I hope these words can set your heart 
free. I know they did for me: 

“The fact that I am powerless does not cancel out the 
truth that I am a beloved child of God— a precious, 
desired, and loved child of God. And the fact that I’m 
loved and desired does not cancel out the fact that 
I am powerless. These are not mutually exclusive 
truths. 

So, I can be powerless and loved by God at the same 
time. 

Which means that I can name what is breaking my 
heart and what is pushing me to the end of myself and 
stay alive to who I am. The truth of my circumstances 
does not change how loved and desired I am by God.

It also means that when I don’t get my needs met in 
the way I desire, it is not evidence that God does not 
love me and is not for me. You can tolerate a lot more 
pain when you no longer believe that pain is evidence 
that God doesn’t love you. 

Once you believe you are fully and completely loved, 
you don’t have to numb yourself or look for quick fixes 
in order to drive the pain away. You can stay fully 
alive to your desires and longings. 

Feeling powerlessness is another manifestation of our 
faith. Because instead of hiding and pretending, we 
are acknowledging that ‘we can’t’  but  ‘He can.’ 

Freedom comes when we no longer believe the lie that 
my powerlessness means that I’m not loved.”

Amen, sister! I hope these words will 
breathe life into your heart and give you 
new ways of seeing how God can love you 
in the midst of the hard places.

We can sing it. We can say it. Let’s ask 
Jesus to help us believe it:

Jesus loves me! This I know, for the Bible tells me so; 

Little ones to Him belong, they are weak but He is 
strong.

Yes, Jesus loves me! Yes, Jesus loves me! Yes, Jesus loves 
me! The Bible tells me so.

The Bible tells me so.

I believe. Lord, help me in my unbelief.
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A shrill ring ripped through the 
darkness of my bedroom, shredding 

the 2 a.m. silence and my whole world with 
it. “Mom” lit up the screen.  Sixty seconds 
later I sat on the edge of my bed, shaking, 
wondering how I would walk the rest of 
my days on earth without my precious 
dad in it. During the hours that followed, 
the clock hands kept spinning, ushering 
me further into his absence.  Each day I 
marveled to see the sun rise high in the 
sky and sink low behind the trees. Time 
should have stopped.

When I got to my parents’ home, not 
a pillow or picture was out of place. As 
usual, his keys were on the dresser right 
next to his wallet, and yet everything was 
different, forever. I kept thinking, this 
did not really happen, because if he was 
gone, nothing in my world could stand. 
He was the foundation, the gravity that 
held our family in place. And God says this 
life-swallowing, heart-crushing, world-
stopping death of my dad is precious. 
“Precious in the sight of the Lord is the 
death of His saints.” (Psalm 116:15)  How 
can this be?

I thought about death and about heaven. 
God Himself is our ultimate good, and 
that supreme goodness is consummated 
in the place of heaven. Jesus didn’t come 
to get people to heaven; He came to get 

people to God. Jesus made the way to God 
while simultaneously making the way for 
us to become like God. He declares us 
saints and then faithfully continues the 
process of conforming us to His image. 
Through the power of the Holy Spirit, 
God sanctifies us, and our desire to be 
with Him grows. He cultivates hearts that 
desire Him above all else, hearts that long 
for heaven because they long for God. The 
precious part comes when this longing is 
fulfilled, not only for God to be with us but 
for us to be with Him forever, for our good 
and His ultimate glory. 

Biblical history paints a picture of how God 
weaves sainthood through His redemptive 
story. The Old Testament saints, God’s 
people Israel, performed rituals according 
to the Law to become clean. The Hebrew 
word for saints or holy ones, qaddish (kad-
deesh’), means “to make or pronounce 
clean” ceremonially. According to the 
Mosaic Law, Israel could only be purified 
by the blood sacrifice of a clean animal.  
This continual cycle was the sole way to 
atone for sin.

Jesus’ death replaced these ceremonial 
acts, and we are made holy only because of 
His perfect blood. In the New Testament, 
“saints” (the most common way to refer 
to believers) appears over 60 times. The 

WE ARE SAINTS

…to those sanctified in Christ Jesus, called to be saints together with all those who in 
every place call upon the name of our Lord Jesus Christ...   1 CORINTHIANS 1:2

B Y  M A R Y  G R A C E  LY O N
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Greek word for saints hagios translates 
“holy ones” and means “set apart, likeness 
in nature with the Lord,” and my favorite, 
“otherness.” 

The hope of sainthood for sinners like us 
demands a redemptive act.  “For all of us 
have become like one who is unclean, and 
all our righteous deeds are like a filthy 
garment” (Isaiah 64:6 NAS) to a holy 
God.  No works can earn us favor with 
God. Nothing we bring could even grease 
the bouncer at the pearly gates. The path 
to sainthood is soaked only in the perfect 
blood of Jesus who became sin for us so 
that we could become the righteousness of 
God. From the moment Jesus engraved us 
on His hands, from the dark day He cried 
out, “It is finished,” He redeemed us and 
sealed our identity as saints. 

Some people believe sainthood must be 
earned only by a select few based on the 
church’s approval of their good deeds. The 
Biblical definition of sainthood directly 
contrasts this view. Scripture teaches 
that we are grafted into sainthood not 
by our works but only by the divine work 
of Christ for us. No organization has the 
authority over God to bestow or remove 
sainthood. We are declared saints only by 
a holy God, who by nature is what we can 
never become on our own.

What does it really mean to be a saint—
to be made holy? As saints, we experience 
God’s sanctifying process in different 
degrees. In Christ, our identity as saints 
is secure; but as long as we breathe, God 
is in the process of making us holy for our 
good and His glory. There are three stages 
of sainthood: positional, progressive, and 
ultimate. 

In positional sainthood, we are justified by 
grace alone through faith alone in Christ 
alone. The same nails that pierced His 
hands hung our sins on the cross for all 
time. When we reach out for mercy with 
Jesus’ blood on our hands, God sees us 
clothed in the righteousness of His broken 
and bruised Son. His one-time redemptive 
work blotted out our sins, transforming 
us from enemies of God into saints. He 
changed our name.

This Gospel of ours turns everything 
earthly upside down. In God’s economy, 
we trade ashes for beauty, rags for robes, 
and filth for righteousness. Jesus redeems 
the lost, trades His perfect deeds for our 
dregs, puts salve on our wounds, and seals 
us in Him. He ushers us into His kingdom 
where the last are first and the broken 
made whole. He wraps holiness around the 
heathen and hails the sinners “saints.” 

Jesus asked the Pharisees, “Which is easier, 
to say, ‘Your sins have been forgiven,’ or to 
say, ‘Get up and walk’? But, so that you may 
know that the Son of Man has authority 
on earth to forgive sins,”—He said to the 
paralytic—‘I say to you, get up, and pick up 
your stretcher and go home.’ Immediately 
he got up before them…and went home 
glorifying God” (Luke 5:23-25 NASB). Do 
we see it this way? He healed lepers and 
gave sight to the blind: unbelievable. He 
changes sinners into saints: incredibly 
unfathomable. This is the indescribable 
work of God on our behalf!

According to Jesus, being made holy is a 
bigger deal than being made well.  Giving 
new spiritual life is eternally more valuable 
than physical healing. In other words, 
while God cares deeply for all aspects of 

our lives, He is far more concerned with 
our holiness than with our happiness.  He 
knows that hardships sanctify us and draw 
us to Him in a way that a life free from 
suffering never could. This is why He gives 
us affliction, or rather entrusts us with it. 
It becomes His greatest tool to fashion us 
into His likeness, from the inside out. 

This soul-shaping begins after conversion 
when the Holy Spirit starts forming us 
into Christ’s likeness.  In progressive 
sainthood, God painstakingly renews our 
hearts, driving us to be set apart, changing 
our normal-ness into otherness. We’re 
free from the guilt of sin but struggling 
to be free from its power. In one sense, 
we are holy. However, God also instructs, 
“You shall be holy, for I am holy” (1 Peter 
1:16). He commands us to continually 
pursue holiness because our flesh craves 
sin. Robert Louis Stevenson said, “Saints 
are merely sinners who kept on going.” In 
other words, “sinner” is not an antonym for 
“saint.” They coexist in this God-made-
man, heaven-came-down world, because 
there is no living saint who doesn’t sin. 

The delicate dance of sainthood balances 
the cost of sin while gripping the crown 
of life with both hands. When we puff up 
with pride, we must remember the depths 
of our sin, preaching to ourselves daily 
our need for grace. Conversely, when we 
beat ourselves up over our shortcomings, 
we must recall we are no longer identified 
with the old self but are new creatures in 
Christ.

Applying God’s Word to our lives can 
change us into doers of the Word, not 
just hearers. The more we run after 
righteousness, the more we desire to do 

self-sacrificing works for others. Becoming 
more holy gives our faith feet and our heart 
hands.

The heart can follow Christ without the 
hands, but sanctification leads the heart 
to motivate the hands. The fruit of a living 
faith shows an increased love for others in 
direct correlation to an increased love for 
Christ.  James places “and” in the middle 
of the hands and heart, emphasizing both 
simultaneously.  “Religion that God our 
Father accepts as pure and faultless is 
this: to look after orphans and widows in 
their distress {doing} and to keep oneself 
from being polluted by the world {being}.”  
(James 1:27)

Unlike the outward deeds others may 
see and acknowledge, pressing on toward 
holiness might only be recognized by God. 
It is not glamorous, fame-giving work. 
However, if we approach the heart and 
hands of sainthood with equal vigor, we 
more brilliantly reflect the glory of God 
who inhabits us. 

Our finite understanding cannot grasp 
God’s ultimate purposes for saints. Some 
are for the now— “the equipping of the 
saints for the work of service, to the 
building up of the body of Christ” and 
others for the not yet— “until we all attain to 
the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge 
of the Son of God, to a mature man, to the 
measure of the stature that belongs to the 
fullness of Christ” (Ephesians 4:12-13). 

We will not cease being saints when we 
die.  The not yet will be perfected in our 
resurrected bodies. We will experience 
complete unity, knowledge, and stature 
as mature saints and will glorify Him in 
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heavenly form.  One day, we will encounter 
sainthood without sin, without disease, 
without the fallen nature of a broken world.  
In ultimate sainthood our resurrected 
selves will commune flawlessly with God 
forever. While God does use us on earth to 
accomplish His purposes, God made saints 
supremely for heaven.  We are holy now but 
not yet complete, and we have confidence 
that “He who began a good work in you will 
bring it to completion until the day of Jesus 
Christ” (Philippians 1:6). 

How then is the death of a saint like my dad 
precious to the Lord? Only the Alpha and 
Omega knows the story from beginning 
to end. When Dad died, God completed 
the work He started, transforming my 
father from a positional, progressive 
saint-sinner into an ultimate saint who is 
perfect: justified, sanctified, and gloriously 
resurrected. 

My dad finished planting his annual 
vegetable garden the day he died. He tilled 
the dirt and dug perfectly spaced holes.  
He masterfully placed seeds in the soil 
and shoveled more earth on top. He put 
things in the ground deliberately, where 
they could do the most good. The seeds’ 
lives, their true purpose, began at burial. 
Sure, the seeds were living when they were 
part of a plant, but they were dormant, not 

truly alive until they were submerged deep 
in the dirt and could grow into what they 
were designed to be. 

It’s hard for me to imagine that Dad’s 
“best days” are ahead of him, that when 
his earthly life ended and we carved the 
ground and placed his remains inside, his 
abundant life truly began. This life was a 
breath, a moment, a mere millimeter on the 
line of eternity planned by a loving Father. 
As saints, we strive to live each day for the 
now and the not yet, believing by faith that 
God is working all things together for our 
good and His glory. All the while, we fix 
our gaze heavenward as exiles from Eden, 
seeds groaning with anticipation for an 
eternal glory that is yet to come. 

God knits an everlasting hope deep into 
the fabric of His people and ties our heavy 
hearts to this risen truth in Christ: He 
will come “on that day to be glorified in 
his saints, and to be marveled at among 
all who have believed” (2 Thessalonians 
1:10).  We were crafted for heaven. Death 
is precious because God finally buries the 
heavy burdens of this world, the suffering 
and loss, and raises us into the realm of His 
glory to be with Him forever.

 Death for life. The extravagant exchange. 
And this, dear saints, is precious indeed.
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W hen I was five months pregnant 
with my first child, I went to the 

doctor’s office for a routine ultrasound 
and to find out the baby’s gender. I found 
out I was having a girl—which should have 
been great news—but through a series of 
tests, I also learned that my baby had a 
severe heart defect. The doctors predicted 
that she would not make it to term. My 
excitement and expectations of a healthy 
pregnancy quickly turned to despair. 

My daughter did make it to birth. 
However, as soon as she was born, she was 
immediately whisked away to intensive 
care, where the doctors discovered even 

more issues with her heart than they had 
first thought. She had her first open heart 
surgery five days later. This was the first in 
a planned sequence of three all hoping to 
fix the many problems in her heart. Only, 
there was no guarantee that these surgeries 
would be successful, and my daughter 
certainly would not have a regular life.  

Over time, her condition continued to get 
worse and we faced the reality of a second 
reparative surgery. Although we were 
scared, this surgery was part of the original 
plan to repair her heart, so we moved 
forward. However, when she underwent a 
biopsy to prepare for her surgery, she was 

WE ARE REDEEMED

My lips will shout for joy, when I sing praises to you; my soul also, which  
you have redeemed.   PSALM 71:23

B Y  B E N I T A  W E E M S
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so sick that she almost did not survive it. 
The doctors discovered that she would 
only have a 25% chance of surviving this 
second operation which would not even fix 
all of the current problems and could cause 
more. My daughter would essentially have 
to live in a bubble. Something as minor as 
a little trip and a bruise could cause her 
to form a blood clot and have a stroke. 
All of this, only to need more open heart 
surgeries when she was older. 

In the midst of all this, one of my daughter’s 
many doctors in the cardiac intensive care 
unit shared with me that he thought she 
would inevitably need a heart transplant.  
My heart sank; I panicked.  

I did not want her to have to have a 
transplant!  It seemed so extreme. If the 
transplant didn’t work, then that was it; 
there would be no more options left. 

Still, we had to move forward.  The morning 
of her scheduled reparative surgery, the 
nurse prepared our sweet four-month-
old girl. My husband and I prepared to 
kiss her good bye as she left for surgery, 
knowing that it might be the last time we 
saw her.  At the very last moment, a doctor 
from another hospital called to say that 
our daughter was a candidate for a heart 
transplant and that it would be the better 
option. Although we all felt it was the best 
choice, I was scared and upset with God 
that this was the path we had to take. 

The long journey continued as we 
transferred to another hospital and waited 
four and a half months more for a heart for 

our daughter.  All the while, her condition 
grew worse, and her life support was 
failing.  At 8 months old, she only weighed 
12 pounds, and her emaciated little body 
was such a heartbreaking sight. 

Our daughter’s condition put her at the 
top of the wait list for a heart transplant, 
but infant hearts are very hard to come by, 
and the wait time was indefinite. Finally, 
one night, when my husband and I had just 
left the hospital to try to get some sleep, 
we received a call from the doctor.  A heart 
was ready for her!  We rushed back to the 
hospital, excited and nervous. 

The next day, we waited through eight long 
hours of surgery before receiving word 
that it had gone smoothly and we could 
see her.  We ran to her hospital room. Our 
sweet baby had giant tubes coming out of 
her chest and was hooked up to all these 
wires, but all we could see were her bright 
pink lips.

They had never been that color before; 
they had always been blue due to poor 
circulation.  Our daughter finally looked 
healthy and alive.  It did take quite a while 
for her to heal completely from surgery, 
but her reflux suddenly went away, her 
digestive system worked again, she 
stopped sweating all the time, she gained 
weight, she had more energy, and she was 
breathing on her own.  We saw what a 
new, properly functioning, whole heart 
could do! 

I was scared to let go of that old, broken 
heart of hers. I wanted to hold on to it just 

in case.  We had grown accustomed to her 
pale blue lips; but with her new heart and 
her vibrant bright pink lips, we saw that 
she was finally truly living.

God knew all along what my little girl 
needed!  He knew that no matter how 
much we tried to repair her old, broken 
heart, it was not good enough.  She needed 
a whole new one.  But, this new, properly 
functioning heart came at a price.  Another 
family lost their child in order that my 
daughter might live. 

My daughter’s story is really the story of 
each one of us who belong to Christ.  We 
are each born with a “broken” heart that 
needs to be replaced in order to experience 
true life.  When we heed the Savior’s call 
to come and finally hand over the pieces 
of our sinful hearts and stop trying to 
just repair the dysfunction, he literally 
transforms us.  He replaces our old, broken 
hearts with new, properly functioning 
whole hearts.  This is our redemption, the 
great exchange.  It is the process by which 
we gain possession of our new identities 
through Christ’s payment for our sin on 
the cross.  

Without Christ, we are like the picture of 
my daughter before her transplant- broken 
hearts unable to repair themselves. As 
sinners, redemption is not something that 
we could ever accomplish on our own. The 
Westminster Confession of Faith reminds 
us that because of our sinfulness we were 
“bound over to the wrath of God and 
curse of the law, and so made subject to 
death, with all miseries spiritual, temporal, 
and eternal.” (WCF 6.036) We have all 

sinned and fallen short of the glory of 
God. (Romans 3:23) But, out of his great 
redeeming love for us, Jesus comes to earth 
and pays the penalty for our sins. He dies 
to give us life. “In him we have redemption 
through his blood, the forgiveness of 
our trespasses, according to the riches 
of his grace, which he lavished upon us.” 
(Ephesians 1:7-8a)

The ancient Hebrew word hesed signifies 
faithfulness, steadfast love, and kindness.  
It has a strong relational aspect and 
describes relationships between people or, 
specifically, between God and His people. 
It is the essence of God’s covenantal 
relationship with us where, because of 
His desire to lavish His love and grace 
upon us, he is faithful to redeem us. In 
Deuteronomy 7:9, we are told, “Know 
therefore that the Lord your God is God, 
the faithful God who keeps covenant and 
steadfast love with those who love him and 
keep his commandments, to a thousand 
generations.” The steadfast, covenantal 
love that is mentioned in this verse is hesed. 
Christ demonstrates the ultimate hesed by 
redeeming us once and for all through his 
work on the cross.

With this incredible gift of redemption 
lavished on us, why do so many of us still 
struggle to live as people who have been set 
free from the slavery of sin?  

The heart my daughter was born with was 
irreparable and was eventually going to 
kill her, but I was still afraid to let it go. In 
the same way, even as redeemed children 
of God, some of us get scared and hold 
on to our broken parts, afraid to let them 
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go. We claim freedom in Christ externally, 
but internally, we are afraid to release the 
burdens that hold us down but, oddly, 
make us feel secure. So often, we only 
want to show God the surface of our sin 
and ask Him to just repair that one piece. 
We hide away the parts we’d rather He not 
transform.  

Others of us tend just to act like the 
redeemed. We do our best to obey and 
serve and keep God’s commands. We try to 
do the right things like practicing kindness 
and patience. We serve one another. We 
try our best to honor God in our roles.  
None of this is wrong; we are absolutely 
called to do these things. But, there is a 
difference between them flowing from our 
new identities, our new hearts in Christ, 
and us doing them out of obligation, fear, 
guilt, or pride. Sometimes, it seems like 
we would rather work towards our own 

redemption than humbly confess our need 
to be rescued and live in the freedom that 
Christ brings to us.

“For you know that it was not with perishable 
things such as silver or gold that you were 
redeemed from the empty way of life handed down 
to you from your ancestors, but with the precious 
blood of Christ, a lamb without blemish or defect.”  
1 Peter 1:18 NIV

We are not redeemed from an empty life 
with perishable, broken, worldly things. 
Rather, it is the perfectly poured out blood 
of Christ that gives us our new, redemptive 
identity—beloved.  As Christ’s beloved, 
may we honestly search our hearts, 
examine which perishable things we cling 
to, and lay them down at His feet.  Only 
then will we experience His overwhelming, 
lavish redemption—His hesed—and live as 
His redeemed.
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T he artist worked slowly, meticulously, 
lovingly. He knew this would be a 

masterpiece. Every stroke was intentional, 
every curve purposeful, every color 
enhancing. 

Then came the unveiling day! The final 
birth pangs were challenging, but so worth 
it. As she appeared and his eyes beheld her, 
he almost fell back, breathless. She was 
lovely, astonishing, perfect. Just exactly as 
he had envisioned. 

A work of art! 

Which is exactly how God sees us.

The psalmist gives us a glimpse of the 
amazing process of God designing each of 
us:

For you created my inmost being; you knit me 
together in my mother’s womb. 

I praise you because I am fearfully and 
wonderfully made; your works are wonderful, I 
know that full well. 

My frame was not hidden from you when I was 
made in the secret place, when I was woven 
together in the depths of the earth. 

Your eyes saw my unformed body; all the days 
ordained for me were written in your book before 
one of them came to be. Psalm 139:13-16 NIV

The apostle Paul reveals the outcome:  
“We are God’s handiwork {workmanship, 
work of art, masterpiece}” (Ephesians 
2:10a AMP).

When you were being formed inside 
your mother, God Himself was there, 
designing you, forming you according 
to His perfect plan. He created your 
shape, your personality, your features, 
your temperament. He instilled gifts and 
abilities in you, infused you with aptitudes 
and attitudes.

The same for me. Personally, I’ve had 
some conversations with Him about how 
He made me. I’ve suggested that two 
more inches of height would have been 
so easy for Him and so helpful for me. I 
could reach higher shelves, and my feet 
would touch the floor in most chairs. And 
I would really appreciate if I had just a 
little musical ability—an ear, a voice, some 
rhythm. But no—none, nada.

He did give me some great gifts—a strong 

WE ARE GOD’S  WORKMANSHIP

For we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God 
prepared beforehand, that we should walk in them.  EPHESIANS 2:10

B Y  J U D Y  D O U G L A S S
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will, a heart to encourage and exhort, 
courage to speak up. He gave me words—
to speak and to write.

And God was pleased. He was so pleased 
that, when I was born, He said, “Look at 
her! She’s exactly what I had in mind! She’s 
a work of art, a masterpiece.”

That’s also what He said about you. 
With all the abilities and tendencies and 
strengths and weaknesses He wove into 
your being, when you were born, He cried 
out: “Look at her! She’s exactly what I had 
in mind! She’s a work of art, a masterpiece.”

But He didn’t make us just to hold us up 
and admire us, or to put us on a shelf to 
display His great creativity.

He made us on purpose, for His purposes. 
Each of us.

An artist usually creates for the beauty she 
portrays. Sometimes she has additional 
purposes: to proclaim a message or present 
a perspective or to share her love of 
someone or something.

Our God is not only an artist. He is a 
storyteller—writing your story and mine in 
His book of the lives of His children. He 
tells us He has purposes for all of us and 
each of us. I believe He had three primary 
purposes in creating us. 

One purpose for which God created you 
and me is described in the second half of 
Ephesians 2:10:  to do the good works He 
has already prepared for us.

For we are God’s handiwork, created in Christ 
Jesus to do good works, which God prepared in 
advance for us to do. Ephesians 2:10 NIV

The second and third purposes, which we 
will explore shortly, are for all of us. But 
this purpose is unique to each of us. God 
has designed specific assignments for you 
and for me. So the next question is, how 
do we find out what those good works are?

When my children were young, one of 
my favorite stories to read to them was 
Flutterby, by Stephen Cosgrove and Robin 
James. See why:

“In a burst of laughter and moonshine one fine and 
beautiful evening, Flutterby was born.  As her silver-
blue cocoon shimmered in the starlight, she unfurled 
her wings and whinnied at the crystal night.

For, you see, Flutterby was not a common bug or 
butterfly, but rather a smallest of small, winged, 
white flying horse.”

This is the story of Flutterby discovering 
who she was and what she was supposed to 
do.

“Flying as high as she could fly, and looking as far as 
she could look, Flutterby thought perhaps she was an 
ant, then a honeybee, then a butterfly.  But each time, 
the ants, bees and butterflies assured her she was not 
one of them.”

Sound familiar?   Who am I?   What am I 
supposed to do?

We get an education to prepare to be and 
do what we are meant to be and do.   We 
change majors and even schools. Then 
we are thrust out into the world, like 
Flutterby, wondering…

We try to find our fit, or to fit in.   We 
succeed a little, we fail a little.  We watch 
our friends with envy.   We take tests 
and assessments.   Time flies.   Still we 
seek answers:   Who am I, and what am I 
supposed to do?
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“When Flutterby found no answers, she wept.  A wise 
old Monarch butterfly listened to her story. “You are 
you,” he said.  ”You have strong wings to fly so high.  
You should be the Guardian Sentry of Fall.  You must 
watch for the approach of the winds of frost and 
warn the ants and bees and butterflies so they can 
hide from the winter.”

God reminds us that He was there when 
we were made. Anticipating our Flutterby 
questions, He says, “I’ve already prepared 
the things I want you to do.  I made you for 
a purpose, and I will show you who you are 
and what you are supposed to do.”

I am sure God is not trying to hide His 
purposes for me or for you. But they are 
rarely offered on a platter or in a quick 
message. I have found—in fifty years of 
serving in ministry—that, as I walk with 
God, He unveils little by little who I am 
and what I am to do.

It’s a journey. Most twenty-somethings 
think they know themselves pretty well, 
but they are just beginning. Who I am and 
what I am to do unfold together, evolving 
as I gain experience and maturity.

But there are foreshadowings early in life.

As we do different activities, which do we 
love, and which do we not love?   What 
comes easily, and what is more challenging? 
What satisfies, and what seems not so 
meaningful?

One of the benefits of living a long time is 
clarity. I have a pretty good idea of who I 
am and what I was designed to do.

I’ve had a lot of help along the way:  many 
experiences and opportunities, good 
people to speak into my life, assessments 
and training.   So I’m confident—though 

still learning and growing—about God’s 
personal mission for me:   to encourage 
God’s children to trust Him to enable 
them to become and do all God created 
them for.

That’s just a summary statement.   How 
that is lived out has varied over the years—
sometimes in writing, other times in 
reading to my children, later in speaking 
and in many conversations. This I know:  I 
am most fulfilled when I see other people 
discovering who God made them to be and 
to doing what He wants them to do.

Here are some questions that I have found 
especially helpful in discerning what God 
has designed me to do, in discovering my 
personal mission:

What are some natural abilities you have?

Acquired skills?  Spiritual gifts?
What are some core values in your life?
What things are you are passionate about?
What activities have given you joy?
When have you felt most “useful”?

What matters most to you in this season 
of life?

What are some dreams for the rest of your 
life?

God loves to see us being and doing what 
He created us for.

Yet, as wonderful as God’s specific plans 
for us are, He has even higher purposes 
for us. God reveals that a second purpose 
in making you and me was to show what 
He is like:  “So God created mankind in his 
own image, in the image of God he created 
them; male and female  he created them” 
(Genesis 1:27 NIV).

He made us to reflect Himself to the 
created world we inhabit, and also to the 
rest of creation and to the spirit world. 
Consider these words of God’s desire:

…that the creation itself will be liberated from its 
bondage to decay and brought into the freedom 
and glory of the children of God. Romans 8:21 NIV

So whether you eat or drink or whatever you do, do 
it all for the glory of God. 1 Corinthians 10:31 NIV

…and provide for those who grieve in Zion— to 
bestow on them a crown of beauty instead of ashes, 
the oil of joy instead of mourning, and a garment of 
praise instead of a spirit of despair. They will be called 
oaks of righteousness, a planting of the Lord for the 
display of his splendor. Isaiah 61:3 NIV

I am astonished at such a calling: to be the 
display of His splendor! To reflect His glory! 
How can that be? What a miraculous grace!

But there is more! You see, He loves and 
treasures you and me. And perhaps His 
highest purpose in creating us was to 
have someone to be with, to love, to be in 
relationship with. 

The Lord your God is with you, the Mighty Warrior 
who saves. He will take great delight in you; in his 
love he will no longer rebuke you, but will rejoice 
over you with singing. Zephaniah 3:17 NIV

May you feel cords of lovingkindness as the Father 
bends down to feed you. Hosea 11:4 NIV

For as high as the heavens are above the earth, 
so great is his love for those who fear him…  
Psalm 103:9 NIV

For the Lord has chosen Jacob to be his own, Israel 
to be his treasured possession. Psalm 135:4 NIV

He loves us! He loves you and He loves me 
and loves to be with us!!

Equally important to understanding the 
purposes God prepared you for is to walk 
closely with Him, to listen and observe 
how He is leading you, and to seek to do 
what He says.

So, as you come to significant decisions 
about next steps, about where God’s next 
good works for you will be, make your 
first priority to walk with God closely and 
continually.

This helps assure that you listen to God’s 
thoughts, not your own. It allows you to 
receive ongoing and progressive leading 
from God. God’s plans don’t usually 
become clear and complete all at once. 
And staying close to Him qualifies you to 
receive God’s opportunities and blessings 
(2 Chronicles 16:9).

Pray specifically for God to reveal His 
will. You are promised in James 1:5 that, 
if you ask for wisdom, God will give it to 
you generously. He will make sure you 
know what He wants you to do, and those 
opportunities will encompass the passions 
and strengths He gave you back at your day 
of creation.

As you do this, you will live out the story 
God is writing for you, fulfilling the 
purposes for which He created you.

Let me close with one of my favorite 
stories:

Obil the Ishmaelite was in charge of the camels. 
1 Chronicles 27:30 NIV

Scripture is filled with the names of great 
leaders, mighty heroes, and wicked villains 
in God’s story of His love for you and me.
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But, it also contains the names of many 
ordinary people—like Obil, who was over the 
camels, also a beautiful creation of our God.

Your name may not be in Scripture, but 
it is recorded in God’s book.  Surely your 
story begins with that careful designing 
and weaving in your mother’s womb.  The 
date of your physical birth is starred.  And 
I imagine the dreams and plans God has 
for you are woven throughout.

The day of your spiritual birth, when your 
name was written in the Lamb’s Book of 
Life, has all the marks of a great heavenly 
celebration.

He recounts the ways He has sought 
to demonstrate His love for you.   He 
describes the treasure and joy you are to 
Him. He records His pleasure in time 
spent with you, in watching you grow into 
the person He made you to be, in your 
discovery of your gifts and strengths, in 
seeing you obey even the difficult things 
He asks of you. He loves how you display 
His splendor.

And, throughout the pages of your book 
are the stories of your doing the good 
works for which He created you:  the time 
you encouraged a despondent friend, the 
moment you loved that rather unlovable 
person, the day you told a friend how to 
know Jesus, your care for your sick child or 
elderly parent, the way you do your job for 
His glory.

Sometimes it may feel like you are stuck 
with being “over the camels,” and other 
times you seem to soar in the confidence 
and significance of what you are doing.   
Often you say yes to His requests, but 
occasionally you say no.   Sometimes you 
feel like a great success, other times like an 
utter failure.   All these times are written in 
the story of your life.   All matter.

God calls us to faithful obedience to 
discover and pursue and fulfill His good 
plans for us.  He loves what He has written 
so far—and He is eager to unveil the pages 
to come.

Even when it means caring for the camels.



Three
WHAT DOES GOD CALL US TO BE?
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W ebster’s New World Dictionary 
defines a disciple as “a pupil 

or follower of any teacher or school. 
It implies acceptance of the teacher’s 
teachings and imitation of his practices.” 
The Greek word used for disciple in the 
New Testament is mathetes and translates 
“learner;” a disciple is more than one who 
gives mental assent to a teacher, but a 
follower who also learns by doing. 

WHERE IN SCRIPTURE DOES JESUS CALL ME 

TO MAKE DISCIPLES?

On a mountain in Galilee before he 
ascended into heaven, Jesus left his 
disciples with his last words recorded in 
Matthew 28:19, “Go therefore and make 
disciples of all nations…” These parting 
words were meant to encourage and direct 
His followers as well as all believers and his 
instruction is clear. I am to make disciples. 

WHAT IS THE STARTING POINT FOR MAKING 

DISCIPLES?

I must ask myself, “Am I a disciple of Jesus 
Christ?” Before I can disciple others, I must 
turn the mirror on myself and evaluate if 
my life imitates Christ. Oswald Chambers, 
in his book, So Send I You (p1301) says: 
“We are sent out to present Jesus Christ 
and His cross, and to disciple the souls He 
saves. The reason we do not make disciples 
is that we are not disciples ourselves; we 
are out for our own ends.” Too often, my 
life reflects my agenda, my desires, and 
my needs, rather than Christ’s. In order 
to make disciples of Christ, I must reflect 
His agenda, His desires, and His ends. As a 
starting point, I must ask myself if I accept 
Jesus’ teachings and imitate his practices. 
If so, then I can begin making disciples of 
Jesus Christ. 

WE ARE DISCIPLES &  DISCIPLE  MAKERS

And Jesus came and said to them,  “All authority in heaven and on earth has been 
given to me. Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name 
of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that 

I have commanded you. And behold, I am with you always, to the end of the age.”  
MATTHEW 28:18-20

B Y  J A N E T  S C H A P P E L L
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WHERE DO I GET THE STRENGTH, POWER, 

AND AUTHORITY TO DISCIPLE? 

Looking again at Matthew 28 reminds me 
that the strength and power to disciple 
others does not come from myself. Jesus 
said in verse 18, “All authority in heaven and 
on earth has been given to me.” The power 
to disciple is not based on my strength 
and carried out in my authority. It is all 
from Jesus. He offers me His authority 
and strength to help me disciple others. 
Knowing that this is all from Him frees me 
from my need to have my Christian walk 
perfected. I don’t have to have everything 
figured out, and I certainly have my own 
issues and struggles. But I don’t need to 
be afraid of my weaknesses because in 
making disciples of Jesus, I operate in His 
strength. I start where I am with what He 
has given me and trust the rest to Him.

HOW DO I BEGIN MAKING DISCIPLES? 

Looking at the verb in Matthew 28:19, “Go 
therefore and make disciples of all nations,” 
gives me the action needed to begin 
discipling. Because I have His authority 
and strength, I go and make disciples. But 
where do I go? When do I go? How do I go? 
To go can seem like a daunting command. 
However, understanding the implication 
from the Greek for the participle “go” is 
helpful. It implies this: as you are going. 

Making disciples happens as I am already 
going in my daily life. This does not 
necessarily require me going to a third - 
world country, unless I am so called. God 
wants to use each of us where we are in our 
daily routines. So, it means intentionally 
investing in those God has already placed 

in my life. My discipling begins in the 
relationships around me. I start by asking 
the Lord to direct me to someone who is 
already in my life that might need help or 
encouragement in following Him. 

In addition, discipleship is rooted in 
intentionality; it means I have to be willing 
to say to my neighbor, co-worker, or 
acquaintance, “I want to spend time with 
you,” with the intent of growing together 
in Christ. I have to be willing to take the 
chance of them saying no to my invitation. 
I have to be willing to make time, set 
aside my own agendas, and suspend my 
interests in order to make this relationship 
important. I have to be vulnerable, 
sacrificial, authentic and available. As they 
respond to my invitation of relationship, I 
can reciprocate by inviting them into my 
life. 

WHAT STRENGTHENS ME ON MY 

DISCIPLESHIP JOURNEY?

The basis for my discipling relationship is 
prayer. I love Oswald Chamber’s quote:  
“Prayer does not fit us for the greater work, 
prayer is the greater work.” Sometimes the 
most effective thing I can do for another 
is to faithfully bring them before the Lord 
in prayer. 

GOD HAS LED ME TO MAKE DISCIPLES, BUT 

WHAT DO WE TALK ABOUT? 

Once I have accepted the call to discipleship 
and begin a discipling relationship, I may 
begin to feel pressure to offer expert advice 
and insight on following Christ. Do I quote 
a lot of Scripture, tell Bible stories, or pray 
out loud with this person? Rather than 
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speaking, I would suggest to start by being 
quiet. Good relationships are built on good 
listening. Dietrich Bonhoffer, in his book, 
Life Together observes: “Christians so often 
think they must always contribute something 
when they are in the company of others, that 
this is the one service they have to render. They 
forget that listening can be a greater service 
than speaking. Many people are looking for an 
ear that will listen. They do not find it among 
Christians, because these Christians are talking 
where they should be listening.” 

Start by listening, which will involve 
getting to know this other person—their 
likes and dislikes, their fears, their point 
of reference, and their concerns. The best 
communicator is a good listener. There 
is no need to be an expert or offer advice; 
rather, be a caring person ready to hear and 
understand. Every act of listening has the 
potential of being a ministry of the Spirit 
of God. 

AS I GROW IN A DISCIPLING RELATIONSHIP, 

WHERE DO I TURN FOR ADVICE ON 

IMITATING CHRIST? 

God’s Word is my nourishment. Making 
disciples differs from friendship in that it 
should and must involve the intentional 
study of God’s Word. I do not want to 
be making disciples of me. I want to be 
making disciples of Jesus whose practices 
and directives are found in the Bible. I 
must know the words of Scripture and 
the ways and works of Jesus. Recalling 
the initial definition of disciple, it is not 
enough to just know the Bible; I must also 
seek to live like Jesus. 

For example, I can read a book on how to 
build a house, but I do not think you will 
hire me to build your next home based on 
that knowledge alone. You would expect 
that I have empirical knowledge of home- 
building, that I have apprenticed myself to 
a master builder and immersed myself in 
the craft of homebuilding. 

In the same way, discipleship is more 
than just knowing our identity in Jesus 
Christ. It is about living into that identity 
and being transformed into His likeness. 
I must dig deep into God’s Word and 
recall Paul’s charge in 2 Timothy 3:16-
17 that, “All Scripture is breathed out 
by God and profitable for teaching, for 
reproof, for correction, and for training in 
righteousness, that the man of God may be 
complete, equipped for every good work.” 
Remember, I do not need to be perfect 
as an imitator of Christ. My success is in 
obedience to what the Father asks of me.

HOW WILL I FIND THE COURAGE TO 

PERSEVERE?

Although a seemingly daunting task, the 
comfort to make disciples is also found 
in Matthew 28. Jesus concludes His final 
words of commission with this: “And 
behold, I am with you always, to the end of 
the age” (v20b).

Each of us goes in His strength and power, 
knowing that He is with us. We are not 
alone. Immanuel, God with us. The 
presence of the Master in the midst of His 
work is everything that we need. 
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I t’s not that my husband and I hated 
each other when we first met, but I did 

snicker about his introversion with my 
girlfriends. He, in turn, definitely swore 
that if there was “one kind of girl he would 
never date,” it would be someone like me. 
From our first impressions of one another, 
we made some sweeping assumptions that 
prevented us from even considering a 
relationship.

Two years later, however, we found 
ourselves in the same social group, and we 
started to get better acquainted. I needed 
a “safe date” to a formal dance, where there 
would be no risk of romance, and naturally, 
I thought he fit the bill! The night of the 
dance, he showed up at the door with a 
single rose for me and a can of chicken soup 
for the cold I had been fighting.  As the 
evening went on, we were both surprised 
by how much we laughed and talked and 
danced.  Over the course of the date, we 
began to peel away the assumptions we 
had about one another. 

During the next two and a half years, we 
laughed and talked and danced some 
more. We studied each other’s habits and 
learned each other’s stories.  And as we 
studied and learned, we fell in love.

That process continues after seventeen 
years of marriage.  I study my husband to 
this day, and I am still learning new things 
about him. The more I study him, the more 
I understand him.  The more I understand 
him, the more I love him.

Now, an article on theology doesn’t usually 
start on the dance floor, but perhaps it 
should.   Theology is a relationship.  As 
we seek to know God, we start with 
assumptions, questions, talking, listening. 
Perhaps we move toward some laughing 
and dancing! It then leads to more 
studying, learning, understanding, and 
even falling in love. 

In relationships, we study the other 
person. In theology, we study God. It is 
not just the awareness or knowledge about 

WE ARE THEOLOGIANS

We destroy arguments and every lofty opinion raised against the knowledge of God, 
and take every thought captive to obey Christ…   2 CORINTHIANS 10:5

B Y  K E L S E Y  B U R K E
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God, but rather the intentional, proactive 
pursuit to know God, His character, His 
will and His ways. Theology is not a set of 
principles, but the study of a Person.

That said, theology is not just for 
PhDs, pastors, and professionals. It is 
for moms and CEOs and nurses and 
chemical engineers. It is for those of us 
in the pews and in the nursery and in the 
hospital bed.  Theology is not a field of 
study relegated to an elite few.  Rather, 
it is the call for every believer who hears 
the admonition to “press on to know the 
Lord.” (Hosea 6:3)

From the very beginning of His ministry, 
Jesus makes it abundantly clear that His 
followers are to be theologians.  We are 
to engage our minds to know Him and to 
know how to live in His kingdom.

CHANGE YOUR MIND

In the gospel of Matthew, Jesus’ first 
sermon begins, “Repent, for the kingdom 
of heaven is at hand” (Matthew 4:17). Upon 
first reading, we may not automatically 
think that He is calling His hearers to be 
theologians.  We hear it as, “Stop doing 
what you are doing, or you won’t get into 
heaven!” We almost read it in the same 
way that we sing, “You better watch out! 
You better not cry! You better not pout 
I’m tellin’ you why: Santa Claus is comin’ 
to town.” However, Jesus’ hearers did not 
hear it that way at all. Jesus’ call to repent 
was not a call to stop doing but to start 
thinking.  

The Greek word for repent is metanoeo. It 
literally means to “change one’s mind.” So, 

Jesus’ first instruction to His hearers was 
to think differently. He did not call them 
to reform their behavior; He called them 
first to think about God and His kingdom. 
He called them to think theologically.

Jesus’ call is brilliant. He knows that 
change must come from the inside out. Our 
behaving begins with our believing.  How 
often do I try to change my methods 
rather than my mind?  His challenge begs 
the question: if I am to change my mind 
and fix it on the kingdom, what is my mind 
fixed on now?  

In all honesty, I’m most likely thinking 
about myself. How am I feeling? Do they 
approve of me? Am I happy? Why can’t I 
get a break? What’s next for me? 

Unfortunately, this me-ology can easily 
slip into our theology. We search for truth 
in God’s Word the same way we look for 
our own picture in a yearbook.  We flip 
hurriedly to the index in the back, skim 
the alphabetical list of names until we find 
ourselves, and then examine each photo 
and caption with delight or scrutiny.  Is 
this not how we often approach our study 
of God? We read a devotional or do a Bible 
study to find out exactly how it applies to 
our lives and our relationships right here 
and now.

Don’t get me wrong. I believe with all my 
heart that “the Word of God is living and 
active, sharper than any two-edged sword, 
piercing to the division of soul and of spirit, 
of joints and of marrow, and discerning 
the thoughts and intentions of the heart” 
(Hebrews 4:12). Time and again, the Word 
of God speaks uniquely, intimately, and 
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powerfully into our lives. Yes, He can 
number the hairs on our heads, but He 
does not spend His days counting them! If 
we approach the discipline of theology 
simply looking for ourselves, we run the 
risk of overlooking God. 

The transformation that occurs when 
we take our eyes off ourselves and begin, 
instead, to think theologically about 
God and His kingdom gives us much 
greater perspective.  As we mature in our 
understanding, we move  from a “me” 
mentality to a “we” mentality. Those who 
continue to look only to themselves run 
the risk of remaining unfulfilled, but those 
who learn to consider others find the most 
fulfillment in their relationships.

FOLLOW THE LEADER

While Jesus issued a general call for the 
people to change their minds and think 
about God, He offered the disciples a very 
specific theological call when He said, 
“Follow Me.” I often imagine the disciples 
dropping their nets and physically running 
after Jesus, but I forget that the invitation 
to follow Him is actually an academic one. 

First century Jewish boys were not 
unfamiliar with this academic invitation to 
“follow” a rabbi.  For most of their young 
lives, boys would train in the synagogue to 
memorize the Scriptures and learn to live 
by them. Around the age of 14, those who 
were the most promising students would 
be personally invited by a rabbi to become 
talmidim, or disciples. The rabbi would 
say, “Follow me,” or “Take my yoke upon 
you,” and the talmid would commit to 
apprenticeship under that particular rabbi.

Talmidim didn’t just learn their lessons to 
please the teacher or to pass a test. The 
students actually wanted to become like 
the teacher in every way. Their relationship 
was both academic and personal. They 
watched, listened, learned, followed, and 
imitated the rabbi as he taught and lived 
out his understanding of the Scripture. 
The hope of each talmid   was to become 
a teacher himself, carrying on the teaching 
and lifestyle of his rabbi.

So, when Jesus called fishermen Peter 
and Andrew on the shore to come follow 
him, He was not just issuing an invitation 
to come along for the ride. He was calling 
them to a theological apprenticeship 
under Him. He chose them to walk with 
Him, study Him and learn from Him, and 
ultimately, to become like Him.  

When we heed the call to follow Jesus, it is 
not to stand at the back of the crowd and 
watch what He does.  He calls us to walk 
with Him, study Him, learn from Him, 
and, ultimately, to become like Him, too.  

That’s quite a high calling—one for which 
most of us feel unqualified. You would 
think that Peter and Andrew would have 
been hesitant, too. We know that they 
were fishermen in their family’s business. 
One can only assume that they didn’t make 
the cut when other rabbis were choosing 
the most promising students, so they 
returned to the trades of their families.  

But Jesus still calls them. He still chooses 
them to be His disciples. He wants them 
to learn to think and act like Him.  He 
steps directly into their reality and right 
there calls them to follow Him. 

He comes directly to our fishing boats, 
as well.  He comes to our minivans, our 
marriages, and our marketplaces.  Right 
where we are, He says, “Follow me.” “Take 
my yoke upon you and learn from me.” 
(Matthew 4:19, 11:29)  

The question is, will we?

Did the disciples abandon their livelihoods, 
their comforts, and their families because 
Jesus had some sort of magnetism that 
compelled them to do so? Was it that the 
command of God-incarnate has power to 
motivate people to move? Possibly. Or was 
it something else?

I think the disciples understood something 
that we have forgotten.  They understood 
that the invitation to follow a rabbi was 
the highest calling of all.  In the Galilean 
culture of the time, knowledge of the 
Scripture earned the highest respect. For 
us, knowledge of the Scripture has taken a 
backseat. We’d rather follow our dreams 
than follow the Rabbi.

If we believe that He made us, don’t we 
want to know why? If we believe that He 
has a plan for us, don’t we want to know 
what it is? If we believe that He keeps His 
promises, don’t we want to know what 
they are? Or are we too busy fishing to be 
bothered? Maybe we will just let someone 
else have that job.

TASTE AND SEE

My two-year-old son would drink a gallon 
of milk a day if I would let him. Much to 
his chagrin, he does not yet have free reign 
in the kitchen, so filling his cup is my full-
time job.  

Sometimes we behave just like him—
hungry toddlers who want to be fed, but 
who wait for someone else to bring us 
what we need. We know we are hungry 
and thirsty for truth, but we depend solely 
on the theological efforts of others.  We 
are happy for a sip from the pulpit, a taste 
from a popular song, or a nibble from a 
devotional quote. We like to be spoon-fed 
little bits at a time.

The writer of Hebrews, however, addresses 
the church for just this attitude. “Though 
by this time you ought to be teachers, you 
need someone to teach you again the basic 
principles of the oracles of God.   You 
need milk, not solid food, for everyone 
who lives on milk is unskilled in the word 
of righteousness since he is a child.”   
(Hebrews 5:12-13)

The admonition to “be teachers” and eat 
“solid food” was for all the believers, not 
just a select few.  When we ignore this 
instruction, we miss out on discovering 
the greatest Teacher who ever lived, and 
we forgo feasting at His table for a cup of 
warm milk.

We must “taste and see that the Lord is 
good” for ourselves (Psalm 34:8). We must 
read our own Bibles, ask tough questions, 
find answers.  While commentaries and 
dictionaries and other references are 
helpful tools in theological study, we must 
be careful not to build our faith simply on 
the spiritual insights of others.

If we did, it would be like attempting to 
grow in my relationship with my husband 
only through the experiences of others.  I 
do love to hear stories from his childhood 
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friends of pranks pulled and games won 
and lost.  The boxes of pictures and notes 
and awards that are stored away at his 
mother’s house provide a glimpse into his 
life and character that I would not know 
without those treasures. Even the reports 
of his antics and expertise from present-day 
coworkers help me to know him better. 

What if my relationship consisted only 
of those stories, though?   How very 
incomplete our relationship would 
be.  Sure, they add dimension to my 
understanding that I would not have 
otherwise, but it would be absurd to 
assume that they could replace my ever-
deepening personal study of my husband.

While theological study naturally leads 
to a deeper relationship with God, it also 
has countless practical applications. The 
Hebrews passage continues, “But solid 
food is for the mature, for those who have 
their powers of discernment trained by 
constant practice to distinguish good from 
evil.” (Hebrews 5:14)

The more we know God, the better we 
know how to function in the world He 
created. We know good—what pleases 
Him, what honors Him, what shows Him to 
be who He is. As we grow in our knowledge 
of Him, we also grow in His likeness and in 
our desire to do those good things.

At the same time, the more we know what 
is good, the better we are at identifying 
what is evil.  This is key in the life of a 
theologian, for Satan perpetually attempts 
to confuse God’s people about what is 
good and what is evil.  While cunning, 

he is not complex; he has always used 
the same tactic.  He does not necessarily 
attempt to get us to deny God, but rather 
to think wrongly of him. He whispers “bad” 
theology into our minds in an attempt to 
produce ungodly and fruitless living.  It 
is only with “good” theology that we can 
“extinguish all the flaming darts of the evil 
one” (Ephesians 6:16).

Consider the first time we meet this 
deceptive serpent. In Genesis 3, the very 
first words out of his mouth are, “Did God 
actually say…?” He immediately calls into 
question what Adam and Eve knew about 
God. He questions God’s Word and, 
ultimately, causes them to question His 
character. They move from being content 
with the perfect God in the perfect 
garden, to thinking, Hmmm… maybe God’s 
not so good. Maybe He’s withholding something 
from us. In that one change of thought, 
they act. Imagine how the entire course of 
human history would have been different 
if Adam and Eve had thought rightly about 
God.

Imagine what could happen today if 
believers began to pursue right thinking 
about God. What would happen if we did 
truly repent of self-focus and changed our 
minds toward His kingdom? What would 
it look like if we reclaimed the scope and 
honor of truly following our Rabbi with 
our whole lives? What if we moved from 
spiritual milk to really tasting and seeing 
for ourselves that the Lord is good? 

What if we embraced our identity as 
theologians? What if you did?
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A fter I graduated from college, I 
moved to a country I had never 

visited before. For two years, I lived as a 
foreigner in another land, but over time, 
I learned the accent, adopted the fashion, 
and ordered my coffee like a local. This 
new city in this new country began to feel 
like my home. Yet, in truth, I was not a 
native. My family was still thousands of 
miles away, and my life was a testament to 
another culture.

I can’t help but wonder how Jesus 
experienced his life on earth and if my 
experience abroad was parallel to his. 
Being raised in a family whose identity 
was wrapped up in the fabric of traditional 
practices, Jesus looked and acted like any 
other Jewish man. However, even from 
a young age he knew he had a Heavenly 
Father and a Heavenly Home, as twelve- 
year-old Jesus so blatantly stated in the 
temple one day (Luke 2:48-50). Jesus 

understood his role as a member and 
representative of another family from 
another realm—God the Father and King 
who is enthroned in Heaven. Through 
constant prayer, Jesus remained connected 
to the will of God, spoke with astonishing 
authority, and served the hurting and lost 
in the power of the Spirit on a daily basis. 
As a result of His perfect life,  Jesus became 
our ultimate model for ambassadorship.

In his second letter to the church at 
Corinth, Paul urges Christ-followers to 
embrace the role of ambassador. Through 
Paul’s rich language and passionate plea for 
the church to see its role in the Kingdom 
of God, we come to understand that 
ambassadorship is not to be taken lightly. 
Here are four qualities of ambassadorship 
to consider as we explore how God is 
calling us to represent him in our everyday 
lives.

WE ARE AMBASSADORS

Therefore, we are ambassadors for Christ, God making his appeal through us.  
We implore you on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God.   2 CORINTHIANS 5:20

B Y  H A I L E Y  D O M E C K
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AN AMBASSADOR IS APPOINTED AND 

SENT BY A HIGHER POWER

Do you not know? Have you not heard? The Lord 
is the everlasting God, the Creator of the ends 
of the earth. He will not grow tired or weary, 
and his understanding no one can fathom. Isaiah 
40:28 NIV

Before we look at the duties and function 
of an ambassador, it is paramount that we 
acknowledge the One who appoints and 
sends us: The God of the Universe! The 
King of Kings and the Lord of Lords! The 
Great I AM. The Holy Trinity. Christ 
Jesus. Abba, our Father in Heaven who 
reigns in glory and majesty. 

Amazing.

God Almighty—the highest power and 
being—has invited us into an intimate 
relationship with Him; and through Jesus’ 
sacrifice on the cross, He adopts us into 
the Royal Family of the Holy Trinity, for 
“those who are led by the Spirit of God 
are sons of God,” and “the Spirit himself 
testifies with our spirit that we are God’s 
children” (Romans 8:14, 16 NIV). As 
children of the King, we are, therefore, 
citizens of heaven 1 who share the 
responsibility to represent the Kingdom 
of God. As ambassadors of the Living 
God, we must never forget where we come 
from and who has sent us. 2

AN AMBASSADOR IS OF THE HIGHEST 

RANK

In ancient times, ambassadors had to 
know the desires of their sovereign 

intimately in  order to represent the ruler 
accurately. In fact, ambassadors held the 
highest political rank, and they could 
make decisions as if they were king. Yet, 
that position of power did not come 
from the ambassador herself; she did not 
have to earn it through her merit or her 
abilities. She was respected and revered 
solely because she shared the identity of 
the one who sent her.

Before Jesus began his earthly ministry, he 
went to the River Jordan to be baptized. 
While Jesus was still soaked from the 
baptismal waters, the heavens opened up 
and God spoke: “This is my Son, whom I 
love; with him I am well pleased” (Matthew 
3:17 NIV). As far as we know, Jesus had 
not performed one miracle nor preached 
one message by this point; yet, the Father 
gave him the highest rank possible by 
establishing their relationship for all the 
world to know. With identity affirmed, 
Jesus began to carry and proclaim the 
message of Heaven.

As children of the King, we are given the 
insignia of the Almighty God, and in the 
fullness of time, we will bear the name 
of God on our foreheads. 3 Although 
we do not dress in fine linens and royal 
robes, every day we are called to “put on 
the new self, which is being renewed in 
knowledge in the image of its Creator,” 
because “as God’s chosen people, holy and 
dearly loved, [we] clothe [ourselves] with 
compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness 
and patience” (Colossians 3:10, 12 NIV). 
Through God’s grace, we are crowned 
“with love and compassion” (Psalm 103:4 
NIV) and through the power of the Holy 

Spirit, we receive the righteousness of God 
by faith in Jesus. 4

AN AMBASSADOR HAS AUTHORITY AND 

POWER

When an ambassador or any other dignitary 
was sent out by the king in ancient times, 
the king would give her some small token, 
like a ring, marked with the royal signature 
on it that would serve as verification for 
claiming to represent the king. With the 
image of the sovereign power on her finger, 
the ambassador adopts the identity of the 
king and therefore has all the authority 
and power of the king.

God’s authority and power may be the most 
underutilized elements of the Christian 
faith. Yet, it is exactly what Jesus trained 
his disciples to do! After years of watching, 
aiding, and serving alongside Jesus as he 
healed the sick, cast out demons, and 
even raised the dead, the disciples slowly 
realized that the same amazing authority 
Jesus had was being given to them. A 
beautiful example of the disciples moving 
into their ambassador-like role is recorded 
in Acts 3.

Peter and John were heading to the temple 
to pray when they were stopped by a man 
who had been crippled since birth. To the 
cripple man’s request for money, Peter 
replied, “Silver or gold I do not have, but 
what I have I give you. In the name of 
Jesus Christ of Nazareth, walk” (Acts 3:6 
NIV). The man stood up and literally 
began jumping for joy. After a lifetime of 
immobility, Jesus, through Peter’s faith, 
gave this man a new life—and it was good! 

Peter knew whose authority and power he 
could wield to perform such a miracle, and 
he did not hesitate to use it. For Peter—
and for us—the name of Jesus is like the 
royal ring that we display as we step into 
the places where God is moving and 
wanting us to represent His Kingdom to 
the world.

AN AMBASSADOR REPRESENTS A 

SPECIFIC MESSAGE

The ancient ambassador represented all 
the thoughts, ideologies, and desires of 
the monarch while residing in a foreign 
country or a far-off province of the empire. 
It was of paramount importance that the 
ambassador understood the will of her 
sovereign. Jesus remained connected to 
the heartbeat of God through prayer, and 
he would often rise in the early morning 
hours while it was still dark to discern the 
will of the Lord. As a result of his faithful 
pursuit of the Mighty One, Jesus brought 
the message of reconciliation through a 
ministry of reconciliation. 5

The Message’s translation of 2 Corinthians 
5:20 beautifully describes the ministry and 
message of reconciliation of ambassadors 
for Christ: God uses us to persuade men and 
women to drop their differences and enter into 
God’s work of making things right between 
them. We’re speaking for Christ himself now: 
Become friends with God; he’s already a friend 
with you. The message of reconciliation 
is blessedly simple: God, our Father and 
King, is faithfully calling His wayward 
children back into relationship with 
Him. The ministry of reconciliation is a 
little more complicated. We are called to 
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remind friends, family members, strangers 
and neighbors of the message, and we 
are to speak, live and act “as though God 
were making His appeal through us” 
(Corinthians 5:20 NIV).

As followers and co-heirs with Christ, we 
share the responsibility to represent our 
eternal home and our Sovereign King. The 
role of ambassador is not something we 
can check off our Christian To-Do List, 
because it’s an attitude of the heart that 
creates a posture for our lives. Every day 
we are called to ambassadorship, no matter 
where we live. While God does use people 
like the Apostle Paul to venture into lands 
where God and His love are unknown, 
Jesus makes it very clear that we must start 
on the home front. While eating with his 

disciples between his resurrection and 
ascension, Jesus tell his followers that they 
will be his “witnesses in Jerusalem, and in 
all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of 
the earth” (Acts 1:8b NIV). Their ministry 
of reconciliation began on the home front, 
familiar territory; and perhaps ours should, 
too!

As you reflect on how God wants to make 
his appeal through you today, consider 
the qualities of ambassadorship and ask 
yourself: Do I realize who I represent? Do 
I know the One who calls me Daughter? 
How does my citizenship in Heaven impact 
my life today?  Am I obedient to the King’s 
commands, using His authority and power 
to convey His message? How can my home 
become an embassy for Christ?

1 Philippians 3:20 NIV - “But our citizenship is in heaven. And we eagerly await a Savior from there, the Lord Jesus Christ.”

2 John 20:21 NIV - “As the Father has sent me, I am sending you.”

3 Revelation 22:4 NIV – “They will see his face, and his name will be on their foreheads.”

4 Romans 3:22 ESV – “…the righteousness of God through faith in Jesus Christ for all who believe.”

5 2 Corinthians 5:18-20 NIV - “All this is from God, who reconciled us to himself through Christ and gave us the ministry 

of reconciliation: that God was reconciling the world to himself in Christ, not counting people’s sins against them. And he has 

committed to us the message of reconciliation. We are therefore Christ’s ambassadors.”
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O n Valentine’s Day 2012, when most 
lovers celebrated with boxes of sweets 

and bouquets of flowers, my husband of 
forty-two years and I were handed a gift we 
neither asked for nor expected. Although 
it was mercifully wrapped in the love of 
God, this gift was presented to us from our 
hospital’s oncologist. Dr. Schimp’s words 
were straightforward, yet somehow gentle 
and kind. “Bobbie has Stage IV ovarian 
cancer.”

Thus began an amazing journey and a path 
of deepening love for one another and a 
Master’s course in trusting God.

When you get a Stage IV cancer diagnosis, 
you pretty quickly think, “Okay, this is the 
end of the earthly life.” But, when you’ve 
spent years with a foot in eternity and have 
an eternal perspective, it wasn’t as jarring 
as it could have been. Cancer is a temporal 
issue, not an eternal issue. 

WE ARE JARS OF CLAY

For what we proclaim is not ourselves, but Jesus Christ as Lord, with ourselves as 
your servants for Jesus’ sake.  For God, who said, “Let light shine out of darkness,” has 

shone in our hearts to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face 
of Jesus Christ.  But we have this treasure in jars of clay, to show that the surpassing 

power belongs to God and not to us.  2 CORINTHIANS 4:5-7

B Y  B O B B I E  W O L G E M U T H

Editor’s Note: Bobbie Wolgemuth, dear friend and wise mentor to many women, stepped into 
heaven on October 28, 2014, after a two-and-a-half year journey through cancer. Bobbie was a great 
theologian and burst with the joy of the Lord in every circumstance, so I asked her to write the article 
“We are More than Conquerors,” reflecting the great passage in Romans 8 where the apostle Paul 
tells us that we are able to endure any hardship through Christ Jesus. However, the more she and I 
talked the article through, the more clear it became that being a conqueror was just not her message.  

In contrast to the conqueror, a jar of clay is a fragile thing. It can chip, crack, break, and shatter. It has 
no ultimate control over its circumstances, and its use is chosen by the Potter. So, when that fragile 
clay jar begins to radiate light and strength in hard circumstances, all who look upon it can clearly see 
that it is not the rustic pot that has produced such a glorious light, but the treasure that lives inside it.  

This was Bobbie. She understood that her human weaknesses were just one more opportunity for 
God to display His glory through them. To be sure, her sixty-four years on earth were so much more 
than the last two-and-a-half with cancer. But, oh, how that journey allowed her to sing so crisply, so 
boldly the Good News of her Savior.  

The following article is a collection of Bobbie’s spoken and written reflections on life, finding joy in 
suffering, and her conquering Savior. I pray her words might inspire you to consider how God is calling 
you—also, a fragile clay jar—to shine with His treasure in your current circumstances!
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Christ, who, with His precious blood has 
fully paid for all my sins, delivered me from 
all the power of the devil, and preserves me 
so that, without the will of my Heavenly 
Father, not one hair can fall from my head.”

We have to renew our minds every day. 
We have to learn to equate God’s truth 
with our nourishment and sustenance.

ON TAKING HEART

It was after two chemo treatments and the 
morning of my 42nd anniversary when I 
wrote in my journal about the experience 
of losing my hair: 

“On Friday my  hair  began to fall out 
and it has been a difficult and revealing 
experience for me. Even though I knew 
it was coming and I tried to brace myself 
for it, there is a certain sinking reality 
and sadness over the loss of my identity. 
From the time the girls were small, I have 
enjoyed styling my longish  hair  and they 
used to call it my Tea Party Hat when I’d 
wear it up in a bun. To stand at my sink and 
watch it come out in handfuls as I brushed 
was overwhelming.”

Because my salvation is secure, I can “laugh” 
at the future. Now, it’s not a “ha, ha, ha” kind 
of laugh, but Jesus did say, “In the world you 
will have tribulation; but be of good cheer…” 
(John 16:33 NKJV) I looked up good cheer 
and it means to “take heart.” When you take 
heart, that means you are encouraged. What 
you’re really doing is taking the heart of 
Jesus, encouraging your own heart. Another 
verse says “do not lose heart” (2 Corinthians 
4:16). If we just focus on our circumstances, 
we can quickly lose heart.

But, if I’m resting in His plan, I can take 
heart and not lose heart. There is nothing 
where God will not stand beside you and 
help you, but it takes your Bible. And, 
maybe a hymnbook...

ON SINGING THROUGH FEAR

One verse that has sustained me is 1 John 
4:18, “There is no fear in love, but perfect 
love casts out fear.” Who is perfect love?  
Jesus.  There’s only One to cast out the 
fear.  I’m keeping my eyes totally focused 
on God in this. 

The lyrics of the songs I have memorized 
are sermons I sing to myself daily, a way 
to turn my gaze to Jesus. I do a new hymn 
yearly, all verses. So, at night when I wake 
up and the fear is about to take over, instead 
of being fearful, I use music to “take every 
thought captive.” I have so many hymns in 
my mind that there’s hardly any room for 
fear.

The second verse of How Firm a 
Foundation says (singing):

Fear not, I am with thee, oh, be not dismayed,

For I am thy God, and will still give thee aid;

I’ll strengthen thee, help thee, and cause thee to 
stand,

Upheld by My gracious, omnipotent hand.

Now, that is right from Isaiah! It’s God’s 
Word set to music. The whole middle of 
your Bible—the Psalms—is a hymnbook, 
you know.

The chorus of Like a River Glorious goes 
like this (singing):

I did quickly realize that my theology was 
way more important than any diagnosis. 
What I learn in my Bible is the truth.  So, 
if my doctor says, “You only have this long 
to live,” she doesn’t know for sure. Only 
God knows that. He planned the day of 
my birth and the day of my death.  And He 
wants me to live the days in-between fully.  

ON REMEMBERING GOD’S FAITHFULNESS

Still, this was unsettling news, and Robert 
and I ran to the place we’ve been many 
times before. We settled our swirling 
minds by fixing our gaze on Jesus as we 
recounted the past faithfulness of God. 
We remembered each decade of His 
provision. In our twenties, we had a baby 
with health challenges. In our thirties, we 
lost our business and entire net worth. 
In our forties, we started a new business 
and struggled to make payroll. In our 
fifties, we attended funerals of friends and 
unexpectedly moved to Florida.  

We remembered how in each decade 
and in numerous crises, we were gently 
sustained by the grace offered us in God’s 
Word and from His people. Looking back 
and thanking God for His goodness sealed 
our confidence that He is sovereign and 
totally in control. 

Whatever stage of life we are in, each of us 
will probably face something that is totally 
beyond us, and it’s purpose is to make us 
fall on our face in front of Jesus.  We ask 
Him, “Could you give me wisdom? Could 
you give me insight? Could you give me 
direction? Today, Lord Jesus, give me your 
strength; give me the mind of Jesus so I 
can think your thoughts.”

Even though we may enter a season of life 
that is unexpected, God never leaves us 
unprepared.  He gives us His presence, and 
He gives us His Word.

ON RENEWING OUR MINDS

God’s Word, spiritual songs, and Christian 
creeds have been our constant companions. 
Robert and I do not want to complain or 
compare our situation with other people, 
so we station the guard at the door of our 
minds every moment of the day. We read 
Scripture aloud every morning, allowing 
our voices and our ears to speak and hear 
Scripture. Romans 10:17 says, “So faith 
comes from hearing, and hearing through 
the word of Christ.”  

You and I not only read God’s Word, 
but also memorize it- put it in our minds. 
You don’t know what you’re going to need 
today, so you pack your lunch before you’re 
hungry! What you memorize now might 
be what sustains you in thirty years. When 
I was twenty-eight, my bible study teacher 
challenged me to memorize Psalm 91. It 
starts out, “He who dwells in the secret 
place of the Most High shall abide under 
the shadow of the Almighty.” (AKJV)  Do 
you think that psalm is helping me now 
when I’m 64 with cancer? What we do 
today is preparing us for the future. The 
Lord does allow us to have tests in life, but 
they are open Book tests!

Early after my diagnosis, I also memorized 
and clung often to Question One from the 
Heidelberg Catechism, “What is your only 
comfort in life and death?” Part of it goes 
like this: “my only comfort in life and in 
death is that I am not my own, but belong 
body and soul, to my faithful Savior, Jesus 
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Stayed upon Jehovah, hearts are fully blessed.  

Finding, as He promised, perfect peace and rest.

I stay my heart upon Jehovah with a song. 
That’s my little secret.

ON THE GIFT OF SUFFERING

My friend Joni and I sing hymns together. 
We call ourselves Hymn Lady 1 and Hymn 
Lady 2. She lives her life in a wheelchair 
and I called her one day and said, “Joni, are 
you sitting down? I’ve found something!” 
And she said, “I’m sitting down. What did 
you find?”

I said, “In Philippians 1:29, it says ‘it has 
been granted to you on behalf of Christ... 
to suffer.’ Granted? That means it’s a gift!” 
And she said, “I could have told you that!” 

James 1:2-4 tells us that our suffering 
produces perseverance so we can be fully 
complete. Often in our suffering, though, 
we have this child within that says, “I don’t 
want to grow up! I don’t want this! I don’t 
want to be mature.”  

We don’t know what treasures God has 
for us in our suffering. If God is doing 
something, why not lean into that?  It’s 
a flip of perspective. Do I want to be the 
woman God wants me to be, and am I 
willing to do the things necessary to follow 
Him? In the Bible, God tells us He has a 
plan, and even though our afflictions might 
feel really painful, they are momentary in 
light of eternity.  

God has a purpose for everything and in 
everything, so basically, it comes down 
to: What do I believe about the character 

of God? Do I believe He is sovereign? 
Do I believe He makes mistakes? Do I 
believe He’s powerful? I have come to the 
conclusion that there is not one maverick 
cell in my body that God cannot and does 
not control. Therefore, if he has allowed 
me to experience this trial—and the Bible 
says we should not be surprised by trials—
why not say, “Lord, what are you trying to 
teach me in this?” 

In the midst of my suffering, I may be the 
answer to someone else’s prayer. In my 
current situation, unless I’m “chained” to 
the cancer clinic... You know, the apostle 
Paul was chained to guards in prison. He 
had eight-hour shifts with the guards, and 
he got to preach to them! I love that.  I’ve 
got a five-hour stint with somebody in the 
cancer clinic, so I think, “Let’s go see what 
God wants to do here.”  If I have that “pair 
of glasses” on, I can see my difficulties so 
differently.

ON WANTING WHAT GOD WANTS

The girls in my Bible study like to tell me 
I’m brave. If this had been an issue with 
someone else in my family, I don’t know 
if I would have handled it with so much 
conquering courage. When I see my family 
or any of my “daughters in Jesus” hurting, 
that hurts me way more than getting 
chemo treatment.

One of my daughters called me upset one 
day, saying, “I’m too young to lose my 
mom!” When we got off the phone, I said, 
“Ok, Lord, You love my kids more than I 
do, what do You have in mind for them?” 
My daughter called me back and told me, 
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“Mom, I had a good walk on the beach. 
And I said, ‘Lord, You love mom more 
than I do, and I know you’ll take care of 
her and you’ll take care of us.  It’s okay, I 
want what You want.”  

That’s what I used to teach my girls growing 
up: the definition of contentment is to be 
able to say, “Lord, I want what You want.”  
God takes care of the future.  He takes 
care of me, and he’s going to take care of 
my family.The promise of eternal life has 
made it possible to endure and even relish 
the possibility of earthly life coming to an 

end. The gifts of suffering and confusion 
and loss that God has given our family over 
these many years have conformed us to 
the people God is pleased to use.  When 
our joy has been on trial, life has become 
a sweeter place for Jesus to meet us.  His 
presence is most precious every day He 
grants us life on earth.

One more day to display God’s glory in our 
weakness.  

One day closer to seeing Jesus face to face.
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S everal years ago during a sermon series 
on Jeremiah 29:5-7 (NIV), “build 

houses and settle down, plant gardens and 
eat what they produce…seek the peace 
and prosperity of the city to which I have 
carried you…”, my husband Lance and I 
felt a stirring in our hearts which we believed 
was God nudging us to buy a house.

The Zimbabwean economy is a cash 
economy—no bank loans, no mortgages, 
no credit cards!  So when we thought of 
buying a house, our cash, not our credit, 
determined the house we could buy, and 
it was clear we would need a “fixer upper.” 
As we started to look at houses to buy, I 
dreamed of a beautiful house and made a 
list of non-negotiable features the house 
had to have: a large, open plan, live-in 
kitchen; a bedroom each for our son and 
daughter; a bedroom for us; and, because 
we often have guests, a guest bedroom 

with an en-suite bathroom. My husband 
who is an agriculturalist, simply wanted a 
house with land.    

When we found a small cottage-like house, 
built in 1923, with two bedrooms and one 
bathroom, no guest room and a kitchen 
smaller than a walk in closet… but which 
sat on four acres of land with a great water 
supply, my husband said “We’ll take it!”  
And my response was, “I will never live in 
that house!”  

Over the next few weeks, my husband 
and my father-in-law convinced me that 
we could renovate the house and add my 
“non-negotiables.” Cracked walls which 
needed to be torn down and rebuilt could 
be bumped out a few feet before rebuilding 
to add living space, a live-in kitchen could 
be added to one end, a bedroom for us, 
and a guest bedroom and bathroom could 

WE ARE BUILDERS OF THE BODY

... we are to grow up in every way into him who is the head, into Christ,  
from whom the whole body, joined and held together by every joint with  

which it is equipped, when each part is working properly, makes the 
 body grow so that it builds itself up in love.  EPHESIANS 4:15-16

B Y  E L I Z A B E T H  E D W A R D S
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be added to the other end, windows could 
become doorways and arches… eventually 
I was convinced, and we became the proud 
owners of our very first fixer upper! My 
father-in-law said, “Let’s focus on getting 
the walls up and the roof on so you can use 
the new space, then you can finish it and 
make it pretty over time!”  

The house became ours in August, and 
construction on the new kitchen started 
immediately. When we moved into the 
house November 1, my temporary kitchen 
was on the back porch, there were piles of 
stone and sand in the new kitchen, there 
was still just one toilet and bathtub, we had 
no shower and no guest room… and four 
days later, eight visitors arrived from the 
USA to spend 2 weeks with us!

We have now been in our house for four 
years. Both the old and the new exterior 
still need to be painted.  Inside, the décor 
is outdated, and most of the old rooms 
have cracks, peeling plaster, and are in 
need of paint. The roof needs replacement, 
evidenced by the many containers catching 
drips during rain. The new kitchen has no 
ceiling and has yet to be fitted with built-in 
cupboards and cabinets. The new bedroom 
floors are rough concrete.  

As I reflect on the work still to be done, 
the realization strikes me that this house 
is actually a reflection of me. The old man 
in me is cracked and peeling and, at times, 
not very beautiful! Attitudes and negative 
thought patterns need replacing and 
repairing. I am a work in progress; like my 
house, the new man in me is functioning, 

but still becoming.   

I have found that opening my home 
to others in its state of becoming is 
synonymous to opening myself in my 
state of becoming. We sometimes build 
walls to protect our vulnerable bits, but 
as one sits in my kitchen, the nakedness 
of the exposed rafters assures that within 
these walls, those walls are not necessary. 
My vulnerability allows others to be 
vulnerable. The priority of this place is to 
build the Body of Christ—His church— 
rather than to build the house.  

If my identity were tied to the way my 
house looks or to peer expectations of 
what my house should look like, I would 
not invite anyone to my home in its current 
imperfect state.  

I confess, I would prefer to have a beautiful 
house; but despite its state of becoming, 
my home is a hub of constant activity! 
There is a toy room for children and an 
area for pizza parties and movie nights 
for teens; the live in kitchen is where 
adults come together while I cook meals… 
planned and impromptu! This house is 
where Laura comes when she is exhausted 
from life and just needs a nap; it is where 
Kayle comes when her four children are 
driving her crazy and a change of scenery 
is needed; it is where Rumby learns to 
can tomatoes to help make ends meet; it 
is where seven couples meet for dinner 
and a parenting class every Wednesday 
evening. It is where a cup of tea, a tin of 
chocolate chip cookies, and a listening ear 
bring refreshment to weary souls; it is where 
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hearts are shared and prayers are prayed and 
motherly advice is sought and given. It is 
Rapha…a place of healing.  

Building the Body instead of building 
the house has required me to slow down, 
to live simply, and change my focus from 
myself to others.

Living in a culture that is not my own 
has increased my awareness of cultural 
influences, and perception of time is 
definitely influenced by culture. The 
African culture values family, people and 
relationships more than time and work 
and productivity. Identity comes from 
one’s relationships rather than what one 
does or owns. This often frustrates those 
from first-world countries who are focused 
on measuring success by production. 

I have a table with thirteen leaves, so it can 
be expanded as needed, and it has often 
reached full capacity. In a culture where 
relationships are more important than 
time, it is not unusual for a mid-morning 
visit to turn into lunch, and possibly even 
dinner! Once when I was departing for a 
visit to the US, we planned a Sunday lunch 
to say good-bye to my sister-in-law and her 
family. She called to say she forgot they 
had planned to get together with another 
family that Sunday, but if it was okay, the 
other family would like to join us. The 
other family knew a family who was new 
in the area and was struggling to make 
friends, so they asked if the new family 
could come. We later had friends invite us 
to their house for a good bye lunch, which 
we declined, but instead invited them to 
join the lunch at our house… By the time 

Sunday came, we had lunch with Greeks, 
Italians, Americans, and Africans. The 
building of the Body happened that day.

I have learned that making time for people 
is not a waste of time; having a cup of coffee 
or tea with someone has become more 
important than the many things on my to- 
do list. I must slow down enough to notice 
the Body. To listen. To invite people for 
meals. To care for small children. To tidy 
up after twenty teens have had a party.

To live simply is to practice contentment. 
The constant influence of the media 
informs us that we need to build more, 
build bigger… our image, our equity, our 
credit, our college account, our retirement 
account. Building requires resources, 
which God has given to each of us. Are we 
building “our body” or the Body? 

When I return to the US, the neatly 
manicured lawns, the impeccably decorated 
homes, the luxurious furnishings, the 
stainless steel and granite kitchens all 
stand in stark contrast to my unfinished, 
unpainted home. When we are hosted by 
churches and friends, we are often taken 
to a restaurant rather than being invited 
to someone’s home to use their beautiful 
stainless steel kitchen to prepare a meal 
for us. I wonder is it the convenience, or is 
it that having us in their home would make 
them feel more exposed, more vulnerable? 
Does money for a restaurant come easier 
than time to chat while cooking a meal? Is 
there pressure to entertain perfectly, rather 
than sharing our hearts as we eat together?  

Romans 12 urges us to offer ourselves as 
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transformed, renewed, non-conforming 
living sacrifices. One body, many members, 
different functions. Do not think of 
yourself more highly than you ought; honor 
one another above yourselves; be joyful, 
patient, prayerful; rejoice with those who 
rejoice, mourn with those who mourn; 
share with those in need, be hospitable, do 
not be conceited; as far as it depends on 
you, live at peace with everyone; love must 
be sincere. Building the Body is about love.  

To be a living sacrifice is to sacrifice me for 
someone else: my perfect image, my time, 
my possessions, my comfort, my to-do list. 
Ephesians 4:12 says we are given works of 
service for the purpose of building up the 
Body… not improving our image. God 
gave me special gifts for the purpose of 
loving God and loving one another. For 
me, becoming a living sacrifice has meant 
changing my focus from myself to others, 
repenting of discontentment and jealousy, 
and being honest and vulnerable with my 
unfinished, becoming self.

Too often when we think of building the 
Body, we think of church and spiritual 
gifts…what do I do? I lead, I teach, I 
prophesy, I serve… in the church building. 
But isn’t building the Body more about 
relationship and how I love than what 
spiritual gift I have?  

In my context, this happens through my 
home. I am known more as Mama Lizzie 
than Elizabeth. Mama Lizzie… taking on 
the role of mom to young women who for 
various reasons do not have their mother 
close by. I didn’t decide to become Mama 
Lizzie; being Mama Lizzie is my calling.  

Just after finishing college, my husband 
accepted an internship which turned into 
a six-year position, so when our children 
were small, we lived far from our extended 
families. The married intern housing was 
a trailer in a low-income neighborhood. I 
struggled with my attitude toward living in a 
low-income neighborhood. Quite honestly, 
because I had a college degree, I thought 
I didn’t “belong” there. I struggled with 
loneliness, I struggled to make ends meet 
on our intern salary, I struggled to parent an 
extremely strong-willed child, I struggled 
with my husband working long hours.  

During those years of struggle God placed 
in my life two amazing older women who 
became our family. Both women became 
mom to me and grandma to our children. 
They babysat to give me a break, to give 
us couple time, to allow us to work to 
make extra money. They built me up and 
spoke wisdom into my life. One of them 
introduced us to the church which became 
our anchor, giving us close friendships, 
spiritual growth, and from which God 
called us to cross-cultural ministry. They 
rejoiced when I rejoiced, they comforted 
me, they shared with me in my need. They 
were hospitable, they taught me not to be 
conceited. They were living sacrifices, and 
their love was sincere.

Building the Body through my call as 
Mama Lizzie has naturally grown out 
of the struggle I experienced as a young 
mother. Sometimes the young women in 
my kitchen need marriage or parenting 
advice, sometimes it is caring for children 
so couples can renew their strength. 
Sometimes it is practical advice on cutting 
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costs and stretching dollars, or it may be 
cooking and meal planning. Often it is just 
sharing time together over a meal, and as 
time is spent together, hearts are opened 
and burdens are shared.   

Recently, a friend and her young family 
came for Saturday morning pancakes 
because she is a writer and I wanted to 
discuss some ideas for this article. After 
the pancakes, while the two of us had our 
discussion about the article, her husband 
helped my teen daughter with math 
homework, while my husband and teen 
son played with her three children. When 
we finished our discussion, we found the 
guys discussing business ideas. It was lunch 
time, so we continued chatting as we made 
lunch and into the afternoon.  She was 

leaving in two days to spend almost two 
weeks with her mother who was ill and she 
was feeling pressure as she hadn’t prepared 
meals ahead for her family. I was able to 
pull a lasagna out of the freezer and give it 
to them to take home. As they departed, 
it occurred to me that in the midst of the 
chaos, the Body had been built up that day.

I have been gifted with a home and a 
calling which I use for building the Body.  
Romans 12, remember? One Body, many 
members, different functions. I challenge 
you to consider what gifts God has given 
you, and how those gifts can be used for 
developing relationships, showing sincere 
love, and building the Body.

Slow down, simplify, and love others. 



Four
LIVING AS NEW CREATIONS
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T he Christian virtue of hope is the 
forward movement of the Holy 

Spirit’s presence within us: strengthening, 
enlivening, encouraging us toward that day 
when all things in heaven and earth are 
united in Christ. In hope, the Holy Spirit 
reaches into our present-tense struggles to 
guide, sustain and renew. When we press 
into life’s challenges we taste hope, a first-
fruit of our inheritance as children of God 
made new in Christ. 

Hope resides in the trilogy of theological 
virtues: faith, hope and love. Unlike the 
cardinal virtues (temperance, prudence, 
justice and courage) that enable us 
to become good human beings, the 
theological virtues actually ennoble us, as 
the Spirit connects us to Jesus’ resurrected 
life. There is no virtue of hope without 
the Christian story of God’s intervention 
in our lives. Hope is the solid deposit of 
Christ’s presence given to us now so that 
the good work began in us will indeed be 
completed on that day when all things 
are made new. Hope fortifies us with the 
strength to keep going as we wait for the 

culmination of human history as the Lord 
Jesus makes all things new.

There are many facets of hope but 
reconciliation is at its heart. To be in 
Christ as a new creation is to be reconciled, 
first to God, then to each other. (see 2 Co 
5:17-20). In hope, we press through the 
barriers that would otherwise divide us and 
come into new freedom as God’s children. 
Hope’s presence in each of us has become 
the Holy Spirit’s gift to all of us. 

THE GIFT AND VIRTUE OF HOPE

Every baptized Christian receives the gift 
of hope like rain pouring upon the earth. 
Rain can soak into crumbly earth or run 
off compacted dirt. The Spirit’s gift of 
hope turns virtue of hope in the receiving 
of it. Since life is often difficult, hope is 
intended to be a constant companion, and 
the persistent presence of hope poured 
into us gradually begins to mark a path 
within our souls. It is no small thing to 
become people marked by firm hope in 
uncertain times. 

NEW CREATIONS:  BECOMING IN  HOPE

May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, so that by the  
power of the Holy Spirit you may abound in hope.  ROMANS 15:13

B Y  C A R L A  W A T E R M A N
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I have been most helped in my 
understanding of the virtue of hope by 
the late German philosopher Josef Pieper, 
who captures the best of classic Christian 
philosophy on the virtues. To live in hope 
is, literally, to be “on the way.”  Such hope 
is neither ungrounded feeling nor unaided 
will. On each side of hope stand two 
companion virtues that help us remain on 
hope’s path. These companions for the 
journey are magnanimity and humility. 

Magnanimity is the aspiration of the soul to 
great things. It literally means “great soul.”   
A person is magnanimous, say Pieper, “if 
he has the courage to seek what is great 
and becomes worthy of it.”  This greatness 
into which we are asked to rise has nothing 
to do with impressive resumes and stock 
portfolios. Rather, in magnanimity we 
embrace the implications of the heights to 
which we have been raised in Christ.

About twenty years ago, I was in a season 
where I was letting go of many activities 
and attitudes that had so easily entangled 
me in the first half of my life. I began to 
pray for a new understanding of what I was 
becoming. The Lord graciously granted 
me a glimpse. Here was the theme: “I have 
made you a hostess at a banquet.”  

On the menu was a wide array of life 
experiences to be lived “in Christ.”  
The experiences themselves were not 
normative, but they did help me better 
understand the truth of Christian reality 
in daily life. And I liked this new self-
perception… until the offerings at the 
banquet got more difficult to eat. Then 
I wasn’t nearly as impressed, but slowly 
began to realize that a good chunk of 

life was on this menu, not just the good 
parts of human experience, nor just my 
“sanctified” responses to the difficult bits. 

Become what you are. Rise in hope. 
Live inside your new creation-ness. Be 
reconciled to God and each other and 
keep pressing on. But the honest soul will 
respond, “My Lord and my God, I cannot. 
I am too weak. Without your empowering, 
I cannot become what I am.”  

Humility is the critical companion needed 
beside us if we are to stay “on the way.” 
This humility is a clear assessment of who 
we are as fallen creatures before the face of 
a Holy God. In humility, we acknowledge 
how far short we fall every moment of 
every day. That’s the point. As our hearts 
hold humility, He restores our vision and 
strengthens us again for the next steps. 

I have walked through dark days with my 
heart crying, “Lord, is life supposed to 
be this hard?”  Ironically, these are the 
seasons when our need opens us to receive 
a downpour of hope. Of course, the Spirit’s 
rain does not necessarily come immediately 
nor dramatically. Patience and endurance 
are also inseparable companions to 
Christian hope. The waiting and the aching 
as well as the watering and the walking is 
all a part of marking us more deeply with 
the inheritance of Christian hope. 

HOPE AND ITS COUNTERFEIT

Our understanding of this virtue is 
incomplete without naming the signature 
sins that block our reception of hope. 
Repentance and returning are major keys 
to maturity in this life. When we can see 
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how we step off the path of becoming and 
name how we’ve gotten side tracked, in 
Christ’s forgiveness our feet can again find 
firm ground for us to move forward. 

There are two fundamental ways we 
can become derailed from hope. In 
presumption, or false hope, we believe we 
have already arrived at our destination. 
And in sloth, the slippery path to despair, 
we’re not convinced we’re going to make it 
in this present moment. 

First, there’s no need to be “on the way” 
if we believe we have already arrived. 
In presumption, we leave our path of 
becoming and embrace hope’s counterfeit. 
There are countless ways to grasp false 
hope. It’s not hard to walk off the path. 

Whenever we step into “I can take it 
from here” we are living in false hope. 
Pieper identifies the root problem in this 
sin as an “attitude that fails to embrace 
the perseverance needed for the journey” 
(Josef Pieper, On Hope). Our pervasive 
“prone to wander, Lord I feel it” comes 
home right here. Yet, such wandering is not 
always easy to discern—until we begin to 
notice disturbing themes in our thoughts. 
Discontent replaces gratitude; resentment 
crowds out charity. We become more 
focused on what Christians do than who 
Christians are. Since observable behavior 
is much easier to tweak than underlying 
character, we can easily become more self-
satisfied than we want to admit. 

We are given hope for tomorrow, not hope 
in tomorrow. We cannot rely on yesterday’s 
measure of hope to see us through. New 

day, new hope. Walking in the humility of 
knowing our daily need for Christ’s energy 
in us, we remain “on the way.” 

HOPE AND ITS OPPOSITE 

The path of hope is lined with humility on 
one side and magnanimity on the other. 
If we anticipate a premature arrival, our 
feet leave the path of hope and we fail to 
live in the true humility that sustains us 
“on the way.” But, the opposite can also 
be true. We can anticipate we won’t make 
it. Life’s too hard. The way turns steep 
and rocky, or dry and lonely. We’re pretty 
sure this journey isn’t possible, at least not 
right now. Magnanimity? No thanks. We 
become mired in the sin of sloth.

Sloth is a very misunderstood term. In 
contemporary language, sloth means 
laziness, and the obvious correction to 
laziness is to get to work. But, spiritual 
sloth is not mere laziness, although 
laziness is one of sloth’s inevitable side 
kicks. To summarize Pieper on this 
point, the underlying definition of sloth 
is a particular kind of spiritual sadness 
or sorrow that occurs when we glimpse 
the height to which God has raised us in 
Christ, but lack both courage and will to 
taste that greatness. Instead, we settle 
for less, because to receive and live in the 
deposit of our great inheritance in Christ 
means that the Father has a claim on us. 

When stuck in sloth, we are likely to 
conceive of hope—if we think of hope 
at all—as a kind of shot in the arm that 
might be required every so often. Hope, 
however, is not a periodic inoculation, 

like a tetanus shot, received in moments 
of undeniable trouble, expected to last us 
for a period of time. We don’t get shots 
of hope. Rather, Christian hope is more 
like an IV drip, intended continually to 
run through our spiritual veins. But unlike 
a physical IV that can be easily detached, 
the Spirit never disconnects us from the 
source of our hope. We can, however, get 
pretty good at disconnecting ourselves. 
When we are caught in the sin of sloth, we 
reach over and turn off our spiritual IV so 
that no strength is able to course through 
us right now. In effect we are saying, “In 
this moment, God, you are not here for 
me.”  This is the sloth’s spiritual sadness. 

At the heart of sloth, then, is the sorrow 
of refusing the benefits of the gift we 
have been given in Christ. One surprising 
symptom of sloth is restless boredom. 
When we step off the path of hope, we 
leave Christ’s deep peace behind us as 
well. We try to calm this restless boredom 
by distracting ourselves with all kinds of 
things that do not satisfy. As Pieper writes, 

{This boredom} builds itself a world 
according to its own image and 
likeness...Behind the flimsy pomp of 
its facade dwells absolute nothingness...
It is a world which, to the healthy mind 
untouched by its contagion, appears 
like the amusement quarter of a big 
city in the hard brightness of a winter 
morning, desperately bare, disconsolate, 
and ghostly  (Josef Pieper, The Four 
Cardinal Virtues).

When we leave the path of hope in sloth, 
the empty restlessness longs for more: 

stimulating media with its violent and 
sexualized content, addictive relationships 
to people and things, even the restless 
search for more intense spiritual 
experiences. Great realities are reduced 
to words without meaning, and pseudo-
realities are invested with meanings they 
cannot carry. Sloth dulls the eyes even 
as it strips our souls of peace. To leave 
the path of hope is to lose the wonder of 
life’s simple gifts: the cup of coffee with 
a friend, the amazing sunset at the end of 
the hard day, the sound of children playing 
peacefully. These quiet, infinitely precious 
things are lost to us when sloth blinds us to 
their beauty. 

Finally, if, as those marked as Christ’s 
own, we continue in sloth, we might exist 
in Christ, but we are not fully alive in 
Him. And when we live in this dormant 
twilight, caught between death and life, we 
gradually cease to care about those things 
that matter. Nobody articulates this 
chilling possibility better than Dorothy 
Sayers:

{Sloth} is the sin which believes in 
nothing, cares for nothing, seeks to 
know nothing, interferes with nothing, 
enjoys nothing, loves nothing, hates 
nothing, finds purpose in nothing, lives 
for nothing, and remains alive only 
because there is nothing it would die for.

The sin of sloth would rather disengage 
from life than to hold onto God in the 
midst of life. Yes, he holds onto us first and 
firmly. But, we need to take hold of what 
we’re given. When we step off the path 
of hope we lose our hunger for truth, our 
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willingness to rise above life’s obstacles, 
and our ability to perceive beauty in the 
world around us. We just don’t care. To 
disconnect from our hope of heaven is to 
lose our grip on earth as well. 

Hope’s stakes are serious precisely because 
the fulfillment of God’s creation is glorious. 
We join the communion of saints as we live 
in the Christian virtue of hope, knowing 
its companions and fighting its distractors. 
“On the way”  is a well-marked road in the 
now but not yet of new creation.

One day we will have no more need to press 
in. We will be inside. In that day, there will 
be no more need for reconciliation, for the 

Father will have united all things in heaven 
and on earth in Christ. Magnanimity 
will no longer challenge our hearts, and 
humility will hardly be necessary when we 
see Christ as he is. There will be no more 
not yet for it will all will be now. 

In the meantime, we keep looking up. We 
don’t receive a thing merely gazing down 
on our own path. But, whenever we lift up 
our hearts we find Jesus who, for the joy 
set before him, pressed into his path. He 
is the source, the destination and the daily 
energy of Christian hope. The journey of 
becoming is truly in Christ. May we receive 
this hope, and remain “on the way.” 
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ADOPTION, n.
The act of adopting, or the state of being adopted; the 
taking and treating of a stranger as one’s own child. 
God’s taking the sinful children of men into his favor and 
protection. {See Romans 8:15, 23; Romans 9:4}

AMBASSADOR, n. 
A minister of the highest rank employed by one prince 
or state, at the court of another, to manage the public 
concerns of his own prince or state, and representing the 
power and dignity of his sovereign. {See Ephesians 6:20; 2 
Corinthians 5:20}

ATONEMENT, n.
Agreement; concord; reconciliation, after enmity or 
controversy. Expiation; satisfaction or reparation made by 
giving an equivalent for an injury, or by doing or suffering 
that which is received in satisfaction for an offense or 
injury. In theology, the expiation of sin made by the 
obedience and personal sufferings of Christ. {See Romans 
5:6-8}

BELIEVE, v.i. 
To have a firm persuasion of any thing. In some cases, to 
have full persuasion, approaching to certainty; in others, 
more doubt is implied. It is often followed by in or on, 
especially in the Scriptures. To believe in, is to hold as the 
object of faith; as in John 14. To believe on is to trust, to 
place full confidence in, to rest upon with faith; as in John 
1. {See John 4:1-42; Ephesians 2:8-10}

COVETOUS, a. 
Inordinately desirous; excessively eager to obtain and 
possess. {See Romans 7:7; 2 Peter 2:10}

DEPRAVITY, n.
Corruption; a vitiated state; as the depravity of manners 
and morals. A vitiated state of the heart; wickedness; 
corruption of moral principles; destitution of holiness or 
good principles. {See Romans 1:29}

DISCIPLE, n.
A learner; a scholar; one who receives or professes to receive 
instruction from another. A follower; an adherent to the 
doctrines of another. Hence the constant attendants of 
Christ were called his disciples; and hence all Christians are 
called his disciples, as they profess to learn and receive his 
doctrines and precepts. {See Matthew 10:42}

DISCIPLE, v.t. 
To teach; to train, or bring up. To make disciples of; to 
convert to doctrines or principles. This authority he 
(Jesus) employed in sending missionaries to disciple all 
nations. {See Matthew 28:19; John 8:31}

ENMITY, n.
The quality of being an enemy; the opposite of friendship; 
ill will; hatred; unfriendly dispositions; malevolence. It 
expresses more than aversion and less than malice,and 
differs from displeasure in denoting a fixed or rooted 
hatred, whereas displeasure is more transient. The carnal 
mind is enmity against God. {See Romans 8:6-8}

ENVY, v.t. 
To feel uneasiness, mortification or discontent, at the 
sight of superior excellence, reputation or happiness 
enjoyed by another; to repine at another’s prosperity; to 
fret or grieve one’s self at the real or supposed superiority 
of another. To grudge; to withhold maliciously. {See 1 
Corinthians 13:4; Proverbs 14:30}

EXCHANGE, v.t.
To lay aside, quit or resign one thing, state or condition, 
and take another in the place of it. {See Romans 1:23,25}

EXPIATION, n.
The act of atoning for a crime; the act of making 
satisfaction for an offense, by which the guilt is done away, 
and the obligation of the offended person to punish the 
crime is canceled; atonement; satisfaction. Among pagans 
and Jews, expiation was made chiefly by sacrifices, or 
washings and purification. Among Christians, expiation 
for the sins of men is usually considered as made only by 
the obedience and sufferings of Christ. {See Hebrews 9:26}

FORGIVE, v.t. 
To pardon; to remit, as an offense or debt; to overlook an 
offense, and treat the offender as not guilty. To forgive the 
offense, to send it away, to reject it, that is, not to impute 
it (put it to) the offender. {See Colossians 3:13; 1 John 1:9}

FREEDOM, n. 
A state of exemption from the power or control of another; 
liberty; exemption from slavery, servitude or confinement. 
{See 2 Corinthians 3:17; Romans 8:21}

GRACE, n. 
Favor; good will; kindness; disposition to oblige another; 
as a grant made as an act of grace. Appropriately, the free 
unmerited love and favor of God, the spring and source 
of all the benefits men receive from him. {See John 1:17; 
Romans 6:14,11:6}

HEIR, n.
One who is entitled to possess. In Scripture, saints are 
called heirs of the promise, heirs of righteousness, heirs of 
salvation, etc., by virtue of the death of Christ, or of God’s 
gracious promises. {See Romans 8:17; Galatians 3:29}

HOLINESS, n. 
The state of being holy; purity or integrity of moral 
character; freedom from sin; sanctity. Applied to the 
Supreme Being, holiness denotes perfect purity or integrity 
of moral character, one of His essential attributes. Applied 
to human beings, holiness is purity of heart or dispositions; 
sanctified affections; piety; moral goodness, but not 
perfect.  {See Isaiah 6:1-8}

HOSPITALITY, n.
The act or practice of receiving and entertaining strangers 
or guests without reward, or with kind and generous 
liberality. {See 1 Peter 4:9; Romans 12:13}

HUMILITY, n. 
In ethics, freedom from pride and arrogance; humbleness 
of mind; a modest estimate of one’s own worth. {See 
Philippians 2:3; 1 Peter 5:5}

INORDINATE, a. 
Irregular; disorderly; excessive; immoderate; not limited to 
rules prescribed, or to usual bounds.

JUSTIFY, v.t. 
To prove or show to be just, or conformable to law, right, 
justice, propriety or duty; to defend or maintain; to vindicate 
as right. In theology, to pardon and clear from guilt; to 
absolve or acquit from guilt and merited punishment, and to 
accept as righteous on account of the merits of the Savior, or 
by the application of Christ’s atonement to the offender. {See 
Romans 8:30; Galatians 3:24}

PARDON, v.t.
To forgive; to remit; as an offense or crime. Guilt implies a 
being bound or subjected to censure, penalty or punishment. 
To pardon is to give up this obligation, and release the 
offender. We apply the word to the crime or to the person. 
We pardon an offense when we remove it from the offender 
and consider him as not guilty; we pardon the offender 
when we release or absolve him from his liability to suffer 
punishment. {See Isaiah 55:7; Micah 7:18}

MAGNANIMITY, n. 
That elevation or dignity of soul which encounters danger 
and trouble with tranquility and firmness, which raises the 
possessor above revenge and makes him delight in acts 
of benevolence, which makes him disdain injustice and 
meanness, and prompts him to sacrifice personal ease, 
interest and safety for the accomplishment of useful and 
noble objects. 

RECONCILE, v.t. 
To conciliate anew; to call back into union and friendship 
the affections which have been alienated; to restore to 
friendship or favor after estrangement; as, to reconcile men 
or parties that have been at variance.  {See 2 Corinthians 
5:18-19}

REDEEM, v.t. 
To purchase back; to ransom; to liberate or rescue from 
captivity or bondage, or from any obligation or liability 
to suffer or to be forfeited, by paying an equivalent. In 
theology, to rescue and deliver from the bondage of sin 
and the penalties of God’s violated law by obedience and 
suffering in the place of the sinner.  {See Galatians 3:13-14}

REGENERATION, n.
Reproduction; the act of producing anew. In theology, new 
birth by the grace of God; that change by which the will 
and natural enmity of man to God and his law are subdued, 
and a principle of supreme love to God and his law, or holy 
affections, are implanted in the heart. {See Titus 3:3-7}

RIGHTEOUSNESS, n.  
Purity of heart and rectitude of life; conformity of heart 
and life to the divine law. Righteousness, as used in 
Scripture and theology, in which it is chiefly used, is nearly 
equivalent to holiness, comprehending holy principles and 
affections of heart, and conformity of life to the divine law. 
It includes all we call justice, honesty and virtue, with holy 
affections. Applied to God, the perfection or holiness of 
his nature; exact rectitude; faithfulness. {See Genesis 15:6; 
Romans 4:3,19; 2 Corinthians 5:21}

SANCTIFICATION, n.
The act of making holy. In an evangelical sense, the act of 
God’s grace by which the affections of men are purified or 
alienated from sin and the world, and exalted to a supreme 
love to God. {See 2 Thessalonians 2:13; 1 Peter 1:13-16}

VIRTUE, n.
A particular moral excellence; as the virtue of temperance, 
of chastity, of charity. Moral goodness; the practice of 
moral duties and the abstaining from vice, or a conformity 
of life and conversation to the moral law. Virtue is nothing 
but voluntary obedience to truth. {See Colossians 3:12-14}

Glossary of Terms
ALL DEFINITIONS ARE FROM WEBSTER’S 1828 DICTIONARY
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The making and printing of BECOMING 
is a true reflection of what is possible when 
a community of believers is drawn together 
to accomplish a God-given dream. This 
beautiful volume is the handiwork not only of 
talented authors, designers, photographers, and 
printers, but also of the many team members, 
editors, friends, mentors, kids, and husbands 
that have generously and passionately given of 
themselves behind the scenes. Thank you!

Special Thanks
“MAY THE GRACE OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST, AND THE LOVE OF GOD, AND  

THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE HOLY SPIRIT BE WITH YOU ALL.” 
 2 CORINTHIANS 13:14
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“SEE WHAT KIND OF LOVE THE FATHER HAS GIVEN TO US, THAT WE SHOULD BE 
CALLED CHILDREN OF GOD; AND SO WE ARE.” 

 1  JOHN 3:1




